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Forms Are Here
For Obtaining 'A'
Gas Ration Books

Number 1
Mother, Son Reunited

Motorists Urged To
Act Promptly In
Order To Speed
Work Of Board

City Schools To
Have Changes In
Teacher Personnel
Music Post Vacant;
Most County Schools
Have Instructors,
Blackburn Says

Application forms for renewing
Several changes in the teachbasic gasoline rations are now
er personnel of Butler High and
available at Princeton and FreEastside city schools are scheddonia filling stations and should
uled, Superintendent C. A. Horn
said early this week. Mrs. J. L.
be obtained by motorists and
Walker will replace Homer Purmotorcycle owners as soon as
dy, who resigned to accept
possible, Robert Jacobs, chief
another position; Miss Gladys
clerk of the Caldwell county
Knott has been elected to fill a
War Price and Rationing Board,
vacancy on the staff of Butler
High, and Miss Mary Louise
said Monday.
Turley will teach the fourth
Forms may be had at Wadlinggrade at Eastside, replacing Mrs.
ton Service Station, R. M. Olive
Mollie Wylie, who retired, Mr.
DX Station, Stevens Chevrolet
Horn said.
Roy Herron Station, Rowland's
Due to other changes that may
Garage, Meadows Motor Co.,
Terry Alexandet McKee, al- occur, Mr. Horn said, places
Cummins Service Stations, WilGen. Dwight D. Eisenhower (left, foregi(wild), Allied North African commander,
liams Service Station, Cornick most three years old, rushes into have not been definitely assignaddresses
American, British and French officers during Independence Day ceremonies at North
Oil Co., Xephyr Service Station, the arms of his mother, Mrs. ed to all teachers elected. No
African
headquarters.
in Princeton, and at J. E. Hill- Evelyn McKee, at her home in music teacher has beeen elected
—AP Telemat
yard, Feagan's, W. R. Butts and Hollywood after being apart for to replace Miss Louise Jones of
total bank deposits in the
N. C. Wheeler & Son, Fredonia. six months. They were separated last year's faculty, who has reocal institutions are now
The forms must be filled out after the father won a contested signed.
337.74, which is an allCounty
Superintendent
Ed
and sent to the rationing board divorce and custody of the lad
record.
Blackburn said thirteen teachers
in order to get new "A" and "D" for part of the year.
showing is all the more
—AP Telemat completed the five weeks' traincoupon books to take the place of
orthy in view of the large
ing course here under direction
those which expire July 21. To
of Miss Ethelyn Johnson, Mure of funds invested here in
June Production Hits
save the public time and trouble,
Bonds during the period
ray State Teachers College: Mrs.
arrangements
have
been
comNew Peak For Red
With
the
canning
season by the housewife, no charge is
by the bank statements
Gladys Creekmur, Mrs. Paul
pleted to handle the renewals by
ed this weeek, when rapidly approaching its height, made, she stated.
Cunningham, Mrs. Alcie Dalton,
Cross Project
mail, Mr. Jacobs said.
As the canning season conMrs. Ethel French, Mrs. Ilena
ton and Caldwell county a number of local women have
"Early applicants will assure
June production at the local
tinues, the Eastside kitchen will
over-subscribed every utilized
Guess, Mrs. Ruth Holland, Mrs.
themselves of getting their new
the new pressure cook- be
Surgical
Dressings
workroom
open several days a week,
Dr. J. 0. Nall and
June Martin, Misses Mildred Lee
s quota of War Bonds by
books before their present ones
ers at Eastside, where under according to demand, all house- was the best since last March,
Cortner, Cleo Frances Hart, Esrable margins.
expire,"
the
Ration
Board
officiMiss
Elsie
Larkin
supervision of Mrs. Percy Pruitt, wives, both city and county, with a spurt in bandage maktelle Lester, Mary Florence Olival said. "Mail renewals were
the 50 and 120 quart canners being entitled to service of ing which, if continued, will go
Leave
County
Agency er, and Roy Thomas Mayes, all
planned
to
make
the
task
of
are available for public use cookers, in order to put up all far toward realization of goals getting
new coupon books as
Caldwell county is without a receiving emergency certificates.
three days a week, Tuesday, garden and fruit products, as set by the Red Cross, Mrs. W. C. easy as
First Monday in July, the folpossible. There will be Public Health Officer for the
Sparks,
chairman,
said
this
Thursday, Friday, 8 to 4 o'clock urged by government.
lowing rural schools began with
no schoolhouse registration this
week.
first time in several years, Dr. the following teachers: Silver
in afternoon.
Princeton
housewives
who
Eighty-nine workers, 10
of time, and car and motorcycle J.
Sponsored by the government have have used the canners to
0. Nall, Marion, having re- Star, Roy Mayes; Eddy Creek,
owners
will
not
be
required
to
whom
were
new, contribuated
for benefit of all housewives, date are Mesdames Henry Sevicome
signed
to
the
effective July 1, to give Mildred Lee Cortner; Cedar
Ration
Board
rest Expected To
office
city and county, this project son, Alton Templeton, Clifton to the total of 1,285 hours spent to get their books.
his
entire
time to private pract- Bluff, Mrs. June Martin; Scottsow In Playground gives to all the benefit of cor- Carter, Glenn Cartright, Mattie in the workroom last month.
burg, Mrs. Ora Cantrell; Cave
"We hope autoists and motor- ice.
Those
who
devoted
12
hours
rect canning facilities, under L. Wright, Frank Bridges, J. J.
cyclists will cooperate by not
Miss Elsie Larkin, for several Creek, Mrs. Flora Creekmur;
Ivities Here
or
more
to
the
work
in
June
scientific supervision, insuring Rosenthal, A. M. Jones, Gordon
Kennedy, J. M. Mason; Briarwere: Mrs. M. H. Blythe, 67; waiting until the last minute to years public health nurse in the
und activities at But- a minimum of loss in fruits and Bright, Boone Piercy,
John Grafile their applications. This would local-,Office, has also resigned, field, Mrs. Mina Thompson; WalMiss
Annie
M.
McGowan,
66;
and Eastside are going vegetables.
ham, John Loftus, Jr., Robt.
mean delay and inconvenience to to take effect the week of July nut Hill, Miss Vera Drennan;
under supervision
of
Housewives desiring to can Coleman, John Lewis, J. A. Mrs. W. C. Sparks, 60; Mrs. everyone concerned."
12-17, and has announced she Quinn, Mrs. Lela Towery; Nabb,
Mattie Downing, 58; Mrs. A. L.
T. Alexander and Cliff at Eastside should call Mrs. Stegar, Ruby
Arnett, Birdie
The
will go to California. Widely Mrs. Lillian P'Pool; White Sulapplication
form,
M:.
Wilson, 50; Mrs. J. B. Lester,
Butler, and Kendall Bry- Pruett, before the day when Terry and C. A. Horn.
known
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pointed
throughout the county phur, Miss Virginia Fancher;
out,
is
a
simple
47; Mrs. W. C. Haydon, 45; Mrs.
Eastside. Popular are the canning is to be done, she said.
The following articles
Hollingsworth, Miss Estelle Lestwere
Anna Osborne, 44; Mrs. W. D. one that can be readily filled because of her long service in er;
pool, tennis courts,
Dulaney, W. L. Nichols.
Those wishing to use No. 2 and canned: Chicken, carrots, squash,
Armstrong, 42;
Miss
Bertie out largely from information on the County Health department,
such as soccer, badmin- 3 tin cans on hand at Eastside, beans, cabbage, saur
Schools beginning the second
kraut and
the car owner's registration card Miss
Larkin's
departure
is
shuffle board, Mrs. will be required to pay 21/4 and turnip and mustard greens.,The Nichols, 42; Mrs. Brad Lacy, 42;
their
present
tire
inspection greatly regretted by many per- Monday, July 12, and
Mrs. Henry Sevison, 39; Mrs. and
er said. The pool is in 3/
teachers are as follows: Hart,
1
4 cents a piece for the con- public is invited to come and
sons
record.
Tire
she
has
helped,
serial
it
was
statnumbers
must
Rumsey
Taylor,
31;
Mrs.
Fred
in 2 to 5 each afternoon,
tainers, Mrs. Pruett said. Where observe on days specified, Mrs.
ed at the courthouse Wednesday. Miss Viola Burton; Eureka, Miss
Pickering, 30; Mrs. Allison Akin, also be written in.
s courts from 9 to 11 jars and rubbers are furnished Pruett said.
Forest Pogue, Marion, is sani- Dorothy Jones; Sugar Creek, Mrs.
This
form,
when
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30; Mrs. R. S. Robertson, 24;
and 2 to 6 in afterto
be
tary
inspector for the county Margaret Smith; Hickory Ridge,
mailed
to
the
board
toMrs. H. C. Kercheval, 22; Mrs.
with a supervisor in
Miss Ruby Jenkins; Creswell,
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for selective service, have been
reading lamps, games and
Girl Scouts, Intermed- respected Princeton woman, died
13; Mrs. R. B. Ratliff, 13; Miss
'cup, Troop No. 1, at 4 at her apartment on West Main
a chest of drawers, the
called to appear for first physicDemonstrations To Be
Helicopters To Carry
Martha Sevison, 13; Mrs. R. S.
Wednesday afternoon, street at 9 o'clock Monday night,
Rev. John Fox, chairman
al examinations at the courtGregory,
12;
Mrs,
Wm.
Larkins,
in further organization
Given
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Wednesday. Persons
said
Passengers, Freight, house here Tuesday, July 13,
July 5, after a long illness and
12; Mrs. R. W. Lisanby, 12.
y groups. An average of
any
of
will
donate
who
Neighborhoods
Dr. W. L. Cash, examining phyAnd Mail After War
dren played daily at blindness. She was 90 years and
these articles are asked to
this
week:
Canning dmonstrations for 4-H
Air-minded Princetonians in sician announced
grounds last week, Mrs. 11 months old.
contact Mr. Fox and they
Ell'
Annual
Barbecue
the post-war era will have only They are: Ralph Cooper Jr., Club members and adults have
er stated.
Mrs. Woolf was the former
,will be called for and placed
Being Held Today
short distances to go in order Raymond E. Roberts, Lucian C. been arranged for the months of
band concerts a week, Miss Olive Skinner and came
in the clubroom, expected
Princeton Elks will have their to ride the skyways if plans an- McKinney, G. C. Wilkerson, July and August in a number of
and Friday nights, are here from Ohio more than 35
to open for service to all
Dr.
husband,
her
annual
Fourth of July barbecue nounced by two Lexington men George R. Richie, Humberto Caldwell county neighborhoods.
with
ago
years
the
conducted by Mr. Bryant,
men in uniform within
Young, James W. Creekmur, Miss Charlotte Adams, F.S.A.
located here
er, and an open
who
and
picnic
in Satterfield Bot- carry successfully.
Woolf,
Power
near future.
air
Robert McCalister, Gordon Nel- home supervisor; Nancy Scrug5
dentistry.
afternoon,
1
to
Hopkinsville,
toms
this
Madisonville,
practice
Pais held every other to
ay night
o'clock. Bob Kevil and John ducah and Owensboro will be urns, James A. Stromatt, Bailey ham, county home agent, and
Surviving are her husband,
on the Butler
practicing City Collectors Move
oldest
Mahan are the committee on on air routes to be flown by H. Copeland and David T. Whit- extension leaders are cooperatPrinceton's
ing.
arrangements. The picnic was helicopter-type planes as soon field.
dentist, and a niece, Miss Mary To New Office Monday
Approximately 30 demonstrafrom Monday because as equipment is available after
postponed
Fischer, of Ohio.
Taxpayers and persons who go
Health Meeting
tions have been planned, with
She was a member of Prince- to pay their water bills will local stores took no holiday on the war, according to applica- Fourth Was Quietest
others to be scheduled later.
the 5th but are closed for the tion of Gilmore N. Nunn, Lexton First Baptist Church, where find
fliers July 12
the collectors, Garland
And
Busiest
Holiday
Meetings to be held during
eyeafterThursday
ington,
and
his
father,
J.
Lindfailing
summer
each
and
health
Child Health Conference until ill
Quisenberry and Mrs. Louise
Fourth of July passed very the next week are scheduled as
say Nunn, Lexington and Amanoon.
11 babies
a shutin, she
formoffice,
will be conduct- sight rendered her
new
their
Jones, in
rilla, Texas. The Nunns own quietly here, with no fireworks follows: Thursday, July 8, 1:30
Y. July 12, at the Holi- was an active and devoted work- erly occupied by the fire truck,
controlling interest in Lexing- or firearms discharged and only p.m., Briarfield, home of Mrs.
eh, at 2:30 o'clock by er.
Records
Phonograph
made
in City Hall. The move was
ton, Ashland and other radio the postoffice observing Mon- Champ Oates; Tuesday, July
Funeral services will be con- Monday and the new quarters
Elsie Larkins and Lola
stations and formerly, for
a day, July 5 as a holiday. No 13, 1:30 p.m., Pool, home of
Health Department nurses. ducted at the Brown Funeral are considerably more roomy as Wanted For Soldiers
con- Mrs. Wilbur Newsom; Wednesthe Lex- automobile accidents of
brief
time,
operated
record
drive
is
phonograph
IA
thems are urged
2 o'clock this afterat
Home
to atwell as more conveniently locatsequence were reported in the day, July 14, 1:30 p.m., Shady
Schultz,
Herald.
Ameriington
the
M.
conducted
by
0.
being
Rev.
noon, the
ed for the public.
The application, made to the city or county over the holiday Grove, home of Mrs. Willie
can Legion Auxiliary, Mrs. F.
her former pastor, officiating.
Maplelawn
T. Linton, president, said Wed- Civilian Aeronautics Board, seeks weekend. Banks were open and Walker; Thursday, July 15, 1:30
tute
Interment will be in
Policeman
l'hos. Winters Honored
nesday. Persons having discard- permission to carry passengers, business was as usual Monday. p.m., Varmint Trace, home of
Marion.
Smith is serving on the Cemetery,
to property and mail between 34 Throughout the State and Na- Mrs. W. A. Lewis.
records are requested
ed
Ky.
force for two
4y P. 0. Clerks of
weeks in
local stores. They Kentucky and Tennessee cities. tion, it was the quietest and the
them
to
bring
Elected
of Bill Milstead,
iThomas Winters, long time em- will be turned in for new
busiest Fourth of July of record
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Hodge,
o is Gene Cash
tion.
ploye of the Princeton postoffice, records to be sent to soldiers.
as people united to speed the Evansville, spent last week-end
Faculty
Brenau
To
Cooper Crider Resigns
war effort.
here.
was elected a trustee of the KenMiss Gene Cash, only daughter tucky Federation of Postoffice
As Fredonia Postmaster
has
of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Cash,
Writes
Catlett
James
of
session
Clerks in the closing
Effective June 1, Cooper Cridaccepted a position on the facul- that organization's biennial conCaledonia
New
postmaster of Fredonia, reFrom
er,
of
department
music
the
of
ty
vention at Newport Monday.
to engage in vital war
signed
Jimmy
Catlett
from
Ga.
letter
A
Gainesville,
College,
Brenau
to his mother, Mrs. Warren Cat- work of farming. Acting in his
Miss Cash is a recent graduate Legion Will Install
lett, Seminary street, indicates stead until appointment of a
official chart, show- of Brenau, receiving her B. M.
Tonight
better government of my counflew Point
he - is in New Caledonia, Solom- now postmaster and personnel, To the citizens of Caldwell
point values of degree, May 31, this year. She Officers Here
ty and State, I feel that I have
fish and cheese, will leave for her new work
Members of Carlisle Orange on Islands. The letter mentioned are Anthony- Hughes and Allen And Trigg Counties:
I hereby announce my candi- a knowledge of the problems of
oro for the
Post 118, American Legion, will a friend, Dude Barnett, Dawson Fuller, clerk.
benefit of in September.
Mr. Hughes so far is the only dacy for the Democratic nomina- both county and State that quali41.."s and retailers on
meet at the courthouse, Thurs- Springs, who has been in the
1...this
postmaster's tion for Representative, subject fy me for this important position.
day night, July 8, at 7:30 o'clock, Solomons for several months, aspirant for the
issue of The Takes Job At Frankfort
intends to take the to the action of the Democratic
He
I respectfully solicit your vote
position.
Jimmy
expected
to
Stores
anwhom
Walker
and
rM
F
Leo
Commander
and food buyMiss Anna Katharine Pruett,
and influence and promise if
Installation of officers see soon after his letter was civil service examination which Primary, August 7, 1943.
clip
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Percy nounced.
Having been associated with elected to fairly and faithfully
important business written. Jimmy is a radioman, will be called in order that apancelq:jar it fort
their
this
Pruett, Hawthorne street, has and other
at- part of a Seabees unit, U. S. plicants may qualify for eligi- county affairs as a member of serve you.
Full
transacted.
during the ration
be
will
Frankfort
in
accepted a position
it covers
Sincerely,
tendance is requested, Mr. Walk- Navy, and sailed from the West bility to postion, he said this the Fiscal Court for two terms
in the office of Department of
week.
and at all times interested in
JOE E. NUNN.
Coast several weeks ago.
stated.
er
Education.

of
e war-time abundance
throughout
circulation
in
ation, show the largest
of deposits in their history
11 as the greateset total restatements issued at the
of business June 30 show.
First National Bank had
.80 on deposit, with
ces of $1,937,398.43, while
rs National Bank had deof $1,067,638.94, and reof $1,279,982.06. A year
e First National's stateshowed deposits of $1,149,and resources of $1,310,At the same time, the
Ts National deposits total33,516.58, resources $851,-
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7, 1940. His point is accepted without cavil
by many thousands of Americans who know
the Japanese and will be recognized as
plain truth by many other thousands of men
who have come to grips with the barbarians

Withholding Levy
Is Not 20 Percent
Confusion and misunderstanding still
seem to be the rule hereabouts concerning
the new "Withholding Tax," which hits
most of us this week, altho it became effective last Thursday.
You undoubtedly have heard this new
federal tax levy termed a withholding of
20 percent of your income; which decidedly
is not the case.
Actually, the 20 percent withholding by
Uncle Sam neither increases nor decreases
your taxes. It does not change what you
pay at all . . . it simply affects the way you
pay.
The 20 percent applies not to your total
salary or wages but only to that part over
and above your exemptions.
Included in the 20 percent withheld is the
Victory Tax you have been paying for some
time; therefore, a part of your taxes will
be deducted from every paycheck. But for
most persons, this is the fact: In a year's
time, the amounts withheld will add up to
the same amount of taxes you have been
paying . . . plus or minus a few dollars
which you will either pay or be paid at the
end of the year.
You will find that payment of income
taxes has been made easier than before and
it is hoped the result will be a real increase
in your purchases of United States War
Bonds . . . altho first effect of the withholding tax has not operated to that end in
Princeton.
If you and your employer cannot get together on what he is to withhold of your
regular paycheck, take your tax problem
to the federal agent who has an office in
the courthouse here, consult your banker or
any of the several federal tax advisors doing business in Princeton. It really is
simple . . . and not more costly than before . . . Also, it is a very cheap price to
pay for liberty.

of the island empire.
Invincibility of Japan is a myth which
even now is being exposed for what it always has been . . . the lying trickery of a
people who believe deceit better than fair
dealing. And, before many weeks have
passed, it is more than likely American
soldiers will be taking many Japanese
prisoners; for men, even Japs, do not die
happily for a cause they know to be lost.

Lesson No. 1 For
Jap Barbarians
Every citizen of this community, like
good Americans everywhere else, was delighted last week when news came that our
fighting men are carrying the battle to the
Japs in the South Pacific, and to excellent
purpose.
For, whether you agree with Senator A.
B. "Happy" Chandler that Japan is our No.
1 enemy and should feel the full weight of
Uncle Sam's might now, every adult man
and woman in this land feels greater hatred
for the "Little Yellow Devils" of Nippon
than for the people of any other nation . . .
because of Pearl Harbor, the Philippines,
the murder of our captured airmen who
bombed Tokyo, the deliberate sinking of a
hospital ship near the the coast of Australia,
and other similar atrocities.
Many persons doubtless have hoped our
long-range bombers could and would blast
Japan out of the war by loosing big bombs
on the cities of the Mikado, without forcing
Marines, the Navy and Army to assult and
take all the islands lying between Australia
and the Philippines and then, after recapture of that heroic territory, going step
by step to Tokyo the harder, slower way.
The Japs are proud, arrogant and, as
yet, undefeated in war .They lost many men,
ships and planes trying to "save face" by
recapturing Guadalcanal, many more in their
ill-fated venture in the Aleutians. But they
have gained no ground in more than a year
and have lost every battle, on sea, land and
in the air, since we gained something like
equality of arms with them in the far flung
ocean spaces "Down Under."
Capture of several islands near the Japs'
strongest bases from which not long ago
they threatened Australia, the heavy losses
in planes and men inflicted by our Navy and
air forces, the rapidly growing strength of
our arms in the Pacific all presage certain
loss of the war by Japan, altho the time is
still admittedly distant.
Former Ambassador Grew has told us
Japan will lose this war as cheaply as she
can, only to bide her time until she can renew hostilities at some future date when we
shall be as unprepared as we were December
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It Means

Rebellion In Congress
By John Grover
Associated Press Features
Washington. — Rapid-fire reversal of
President Roosevelt's veto of the anti-strike
bill brought the battle of the home front
sharply into focus.
It mirrored a growing disposition in Congress to differentiate between Commanderin-Chief Roosevelt, war front strategist, and
President Roosevelt, director of the home
front. Prospects on the war front improve
daily but both House and Senate evince a
marked tendency to blame Mr. Roosevelt, as
President, for home front unrest and bewilderment.
It is not important, in analyzing the present situation, whether or not the Rooseveltian home front policies have mobilized the
national economy into an efficient supporting
force for our military operations.
What is important is that Congress believes the President's home front program
has not been efficient, and proposes to substitute hard and fast law for executive discretion.
It is notable that this same Congress, in
the same week that saw Mr. Roosevelt's
domestic program unmercifully kicked
around, passed unprecedented Army appropriation measures without dissent. From
a military standpoint, Congress has no
quarrel with the executive.
The bitterness engendered by the antistrike bill veto, and the sharp rebukes administered in paring funds for key presidential home-front agencies, however, reflect the first major cleavage between the
executive and legislative branches since the
war started.
The President's request for legislation to
increase the draft age to 65 years, as an
emergency weapon against strikes, had sour
reaction in Congress. Before the ink was
dry, it was freely described on Capitol Hill
as merely a face-saving gesture to soften
the then-imminent veto.
There was much resentment, some openly expressed but nine-tenths below surface,
that the President had deferred to the
opinions of Philip Murray of C.I.O. and
William Green of A.F.L. in preference to
stout old supporters like Sen. Connally (D,
Tex.) who urged the necessity of legal
strike curbs.
The subsoluent action of both House and
Senate in going on record against the food
price subsidy program stems in part from
the anti-strike veto. The labor leaders most
vociferous in opposition to the ConnallySmith bill were also loud in their praises of
the subsidy plan.
Chief beneficiaries of the subsidy plan
would be the urban populace, where lies the
political strength of the labor unions. The
1942 election returns showed urban areas to
be the bulwark of administration strength,
while major defections occurred in farm
areas.
Finally, Congressmen rather generally
reported sharp increases in mail from home
expressing a "do-something-or-else" attitude on the strike question. The not-inconsiderable soldier vote, which may well be a
decisive factor in many congressional districts, is also "on the war path" over strikes.
The breach between the President and
Congress has been in no wise healed. The
resolution for Congressional recess after
July 4, providing for re-convening on call of
congressional leaders rather than at the exclusive call of the President, was deliberate. Congress was serving notice that the
day of "rubber-stamping" presidential requests is over.

Los Amish's II811211111t

U. S.

Pennyrile Po stscripts
If draft-eligible fathers hereabouts
are as tired of reading the numerous
conflicting official statements about
when they will be called as this
paper is of publishing said items, the
following used as a double-column
headline in an eastern newspaper recently, may offer some relief:
•FATHERS WILL BE
DRAFTED SOMETIME
IF NOT BEFORE
J. B. Lester, who became a bank
president last week, says much of the
credit for any success he has attained
or may hereafter achieve is due three
Lamasco teachers who labored with
him in youth. They were Luther
Rogers, who was a rural mail carrier
.when he died died a few years ago;
Dave Brightwell, dead a good many
years, and Luther Sanders, who now
lives at Cadiz.
Lamasco was a bustling community
in those days, with three good country
stores a postoffice and half a
hundred houses. It still has the postoffice and a store or two but much
of the community's trade comes to
Princeton . . . trade which formerly
stayed at home.
Lamasco had an academy, where
Greek and Latin were taught, as
well as the 3-rs . . . and taught well,
if testimony of citizens who were
educated there is trustworthy . . . and
it is. Luther Sanders, one of the
teachers J. B. praised, is a fine citizen.
Pennyriler heard him-preach a funeral
sermon, for the late T. T. Hanberry,
not long since and was much im-

pressed.

By G. M. P.

schools today is broader than was that
of the schools of 25 years and more
ago . . . but experience indicates today's youth obtains nothing like so
thorough a grasp of the fundamentals
of education as then.
The seven ages of women:
The infant,
The little girl,
The miss,
The young woman,
The young woman,
The young woman,
The young woman.
When C. W. Gowin, field agent for
OPA, told Rotarians at their meeting
last week he was from "The Office
of Peculiar Activities," he got a good
laugh . . . but the rest of his talk
about OPA problems "sorta fell flat,"
a member reported.
Mrs. Tom _Simmons had another
personal grief last week When her
pet Boston bulldog was run over and
killed. Pfc. Tom, at Camp Shelby,
was feeling low, due to just having
been shifted to another scene of operations without knowing what he
would be called upon to do, if anything; so she wrote him the bad
news.
'Stop by for me when you leave
this afternoon," Marshall Eldred told
Aubrey Childress in the latter's office
in the Federal Building at Louisville
one day last week . . . "My office
closes at 6:30," was Marshall's concluding shot. The pun, intended to
impress this country editor, missed
fire.

There's little doubt the scope of our

Gone Are The
Middle Ages
By Spoon River Sam
Associated Press Featuies
I CAN remember when middle age
was looked on as a comfortable and
respectable time oi life, but have you
noticed—you don't see many. middle
aged folks anymore nowadays? Can't
figure out what's happened to 'em.'
Course the youngsters are in uniform
but it seems like the real young ones
and the real old ones are runnings
things on the home fron.t
As for the kids it's got so a mother
hates to let her young go to the corner for candy, which they probably
ain't got nohow, lest some baseball
team or railroad line sign 'em up.
And as for the old men, some that's
been in wheelchairs for 20 years are
back on the job. It's like a business
man told me the other day. He
called for a messenger and was
told the messenger boy was on
the other side of town that day, and
wasn't expected back till Thursday.
How old is this boy anyway, the
business man asks. Well, they tell him
he saw service in the Spanish-American War and he's got a grandson
thht's just come through the battle of
the zoot suits out on the coast. Yes
sir, Grandpa may not
get around
much, but he's in theie trying.
But as I say, as for the folks in middle age, it seems like they've just disappeared. It may be that we're living
so fast we don't stop 12ng enough
through that period to notice it.
Reckon the best attitude for us all
to take is just to keep on looking forward to the glories of middle age,
even if we passed it years ago.

Most improved newspaper in Kentucky is our good neighbor
The
Cadiz Record, due partially to acquisition of a new Linotype machine
and new fonts of mats for body type
and headlines; but also, we think, because of able personnel. Mrs. Edith B.
Lawrence, publisher, is fortunate in
having so adequate a staff during
these days of printer scarcity.
Princeton soon will have
many
more soldier visitors, due to facilities
provided by the new USO clubroom.
Always known far and wide as a
kindly, friendly town, especially to
men who wear the Nation's uniform,
our city will play host to
hundreds,
probably, instead of a score each
weekend. There will be complications
and problems in this connection
but
the soldiers on furlough will be
made
royally welcome here . . . because
they are our own fighting men,
good,
bad and indifferent, just as
young men
are, in uniform and out.
Shopping for a pair of tennis shoes
one day last week, Bill Sparks
found
two pairs, just his size. It was
suggested he buy both, because they're
so hard to find . . . but
Bill demurred, said he thought this
would be
hoarding, and took only one pair.
In days of old, when
knights were
bold,
And sheet-iron trousers wore,
They lived in peace, for then a
crease,
Would last ten years or more.
In those old days they had
the craze
For cast-iron shirts, and wore
'em;
And there was bliss enough in
this—
The laundry never tore 'em!
—Rays of Sunshine.

By Dr. Martha M. Elliot,
Chief, Children Bureau
Department of Lobo!
Associated Press Features
We hear plenty nowadays
manpower and womanpower.
another kind of power that's r..
too—motherpower. The eh,.
the race have got to be proptei
ed for. The idea that little e
can be neglected because there's,
going on hardly appeals to apy
us.
Maybe you have been
wond
whether your duty lies at home or
a factory. Of course you must d
for yourself. But do go and talk
problem over with the most e
ienced counselor you can find
Such a person will tell you
first duty is to your children. But
re may be compelling reasons
you need to work.
There's much to bear in mand.
pecially the health arid develops,*
your children. Who will look
your children. Who will look
them while you are out of the
Your mother? Very good, per*
neighbor? Is she in good health
self, is she . sincerely interested
children? Has she room for th*
play indoors and outdoors where
'II be safe? Children need more
just to be fed and kept clean.
need someone who understands
devolpment, who watches for
toms of illness who knows how
meet behavior problems with
ligence and affection.
If you place your child at thii
in a wartime nursey school be
health standards are observed.
should be a trained nursey
teacher, a doctor who sees the
ren regulary, and a nurse who wa
es them with Utmost vigilance so
no communicable diseases have
chance to spread. Inoculation
smallpox and diphtheria should
required before a child is aditi

Washington In Wartim

Fathers, Don't
W-O-R-R-Y!
By Jack Stinnett
Associated Press Features
Washington. — Confusion rt
gain in Selective Service—or
I should say still.
In spite of all the conflicting
ree
ments, warnings and
vice to fathers is: "Quit
Even if fathers have to be
to swell the armed forces to the
side limits now planned for this
it could hardly mean more this
draft of one man in six or
other words not more than
to 900,000 of the nearly 6,000,000
who were fathers before Pearl
What the future will bring in
way of casualties to be replaced
increasing the size of the AnzI
overcome changing military Si
can't even be guessed at now.
ever, once the military forces guil
reached, there will be no
drain on married men, with
dependents, to keep it there.
It has been declared definitlff
the draft fathers will not stari se
October. If at that time, the man
er pool of other classes has
drained completely, which is ip
sibility but unlikely, then
fathers would be needed. But
are around 100,000 young luel
month reaching dratt age and
physically fit in this group will
further inroads on father
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World At War
By. Dr. Chas. M. Knapp, Professor of History, University of Kentucky

Metal Auto Tags
For )44 Approved

BULLETS and BALLOTS
Young men of 17 who wear
the blue and silver wings of the
Air Corps Enlisted Reserve receive one of the finest college
training courses ever offered as
part of their training. They are
enrolled in a five-month preflight course in one of the
country's colleges or universities. Their studies, chiefly academic, comprise such subjects as
English, geography, modern history, physics and civil air regulations. They also receive basic
military training which includes
infanrty drill, physical training
and other related military subjects.

Significance and importance of
which
the
the struggle in
American people are engaged and
they
seriousness with which
view it is well indicated by the
way they celebrated the Fourth
of July. In this community the
day passed without a sound of
firecrackers or illumination of
sky at night by fireworks. Of
course, it was Sunday, but
Monday morning Lexington was
as quiet as any other Monday
morning. Except for the banks
and a few retail stores, business went on as usual, the
farmer was in his fields, work(Nemo)
ers were at work in the factorA little "bunch of Keys" spent
ies, particularly those engaged Sunday with their great grandin war work.
mother and grand mother, Mrs.
• • •
Lena Kanady. Sarah Ann, JimWith more and more thous- mie and Linda, children of Mr.
ands of men leaving for foreign and Mrs. J. E. Keys, Cerulean.
service as the months pass,
Adrian Cravens, formerly of
adoption of
the
Declaration, Princeton, was in our town one
July 4, 1776, possesses greater day last week.
significance. On the far-flung
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. McConnell,
battle fronts American soldiers son
and
granddaughter, St.
and their allies are fighting to Louis, spent the Fourth with
preserve the independence for Mrs. McConnell's sister, Mrs.
which their forefathers risked H. P. White and Mr. White.
their lives more than a cenJohn Carrington, St. Louis,
tury and a half ago. Had they spent several days with his aunt,
not so declared Their inde- Miss Shellie Calhoun. He was
pendence, we today might well accompanied by his wife and
be fighting as the Canadians little daughter.
are, as members of the British
Mrs. Harold Mize is doing
Empire.
nicely after an appendectomy at
• * •
Jennie Stuart several days ago.
July 4, 1776, marked the enMr. and Mrs. Ovid Smith and
trance of the United States into little daughter, Mr. and Mrs. L.
the world family of nations. As C. Blanc and little daughter and
one of them, the United States Miss Sammie Sizemore spent
must face the future as well last weekend in Herrin, Ill.
as the immediate present. AsMrs. Carrington, St. Louis, is
surance of that is the responsi- visiting her sister, Miss Sallie
bility of our generation, one Calhoun.
that we cannot shirk, one that
requires sacrifices of our per• * •
sonal comfort as well as of
the lives of some of our youngOn the Russian fronts, the
er citizens. This week it is Germans have reported strong
important we recognize that re- concentrations for an offensive
sponsibility and commit our- on the Smolensk area. The Russelves again and even more sians
have
reported
strong
wholeheartedly
to
the
task German concentrations against
which lies ahead.
Orel and the lines southward to
• • •
the Black Sea. But only strong
The War Fronts—Once again local action has thus far been
there has been awaited in vain reported by either Moscow or
news of the invasion of the Berlin.
• • • •
continent of Europe by Allied
troops. Poor flying weather inWashington in mid-week anterfered somewhat with regular nounced air and naval actions
bomber raids on western Germ- by Allied forces in the Solomons
any and southern Italy. Heavy and around Salamaua in New
raids causing vast local de- Guinea, but with few details.
struction have, however, been Some kind of noval action besuccessfully made. The Italians tween minor forces apparenthave expected daily a water- ly occurred. Landings by the
borne invasion of Sicily. the Marines were successful on IsGermans all week predicted the lands adjacent to the strong
invasion would start July 3. To- Japanese bases on New Georgia
day they predicted it will start Island in the central Solomons.
on July 14, Bastille Day, cele- More important action is to be
brated as the French national expected.
holiday. The war of nerves and
destruction from the air con- Everybody reads The Leader

Cobb News

Kentucky Motorists
Will Get One License
Plate Next Year

Bullets on the battle fronts to guarantee
freedom! . . . Ballots to keep democracy
alive at home!

DEMOCRATS SHOULD NOMINATE

BEN KILGORE
TO

BUILD

KENTUCKY

AND

NOT A POLITICAL MACHINE ... !
—Contributed by Friends of Ben Kilgore

Fredonia News
Mrs. Charles Elliot and children, Donald and Wanda Lee, of
Detroit, are visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter
Green.
Earl Morgan
has
returned
from Detroit where he
has
seen
visiting
relatives
and
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Burklow and children, of Columbus,
Ind., are visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Dever,
of Detroit, were guests of Mr.
nd Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield last
week.
Miss Mary Ellen Boaz, Evansville, spent last weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. 0.
Boaz.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Rogers
and children, Don, Keith, Harold arid Gerald, visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Sullinger, near Tolu Sunday.
Mrs. Monroe Butts and son,
Larry Wayne, of Sturgis, is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Lee
Burklow and sister, Mrs. Coy
Moore.
a
"Sonny" Moore suffered
broken arm when he fell from
a tree Sunday. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Moore.
Mrs. Nona Myers, Louisville,
Mrs. J. D. Wylie and Miss Fanny Baker, of Princeton, Mr. and
Mrs. Doc Baker and children,
Buddy and Joyce and Miss Vivian Beck were Sunday dinner
guests of Mrs. Jerry Barnes.
Mr. and Mrs. Fortson Wigginton and daughter, Diane, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield
and other relatives here recently.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge
were dinner guests Sunday of
their son, William Howard Eldridge, and Mrs. Eldridge, of
Princeton. They visited the State
Park at Dawson Springs that
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Turley,

to

Reynolds Metal,
Louisville. If it cannot
tabled, other arrangeintay,b,
have to be made to
do the

A mingle female
mackerel
roes as many as a half
eggs.

The mate often
oltik,
leave a marlin hooked 4
(By Associated Press)
Prankfort.—Kentucky motorists fisherman.
will get metal tags for their
vehicles in 1944, instead of the
this
windshield stickers used
year with 1942 license plates.
Gov. Keen Johnson announced
the War Production Board had Concrete Burial Va
advised Welfare Commissioner
Proven Itependahihti
W. A. Frost the State would be
allowed enough steel to manuBeauty
facture one metal 1944 license
Permanence
plate for each vehicle.
Strength
The State formerly manufacLaGrange
at
plates
tured license
Reformatory, but some of the
equipment has been turned over

The
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For A People's Government

Rock, Slide or Slip.

The pilotfish does not lead a FASTEETH. an improved powdshark to food, but instead follow er to be sprinkled on upper or
as a scavenger.
lower plates, holds false teet
more firmly in place. Do no
There are 4,817 miles of canals slide. slip or rock. No gummy,
gooey, nasty taste or feeling.
in the Netherlands.
FASTEETH is alkaline (non
acid). Does not sour. Check
Twelve thousand Polish air- "plate odor" (denture breath).
men are serving the Royal Air Get FASTEETH at any dru
Force
store.

Bold Only Thru
Funeral Directors.
Made and serviced by

KAT1'FI(JOHN
Concrete Product)
Paducah, /Cy
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Deaths - Funerals

Sarah Elizabeth Riley
A school of bluefishes wil
Mrs. Sarah Elizabeth Riley
through '
plow unswerving
at her home in Crider
died
school of other fishes which i
Tuesday, July 6, after several
meets.
days' illness. Burial was at Hill's
with
Wednesday
Cemetery,
in
native
is
fish
sucker
The
funeral under the auspices of
world,
the
of
only two parts
the Crider Baptist Church. She
North America and China.
is survived by her husband, T.
Riley, former postmaster of
Norway's coastline includes H.
Crider, and sons, Jess and Doc,
150,000 islands.
this county, and Paul, Rockford,
The coastline of Norway is 12, Illinois.

Mrs. Ellen Turley and Master
John Henry Turley were dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Armour Holland, of Auburn. Pvt. and Mrs. Martin P.
Turley were dinner guests also.
Don Rogers, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. J. Rogers visited his
aunt, Mrs. Grace LaRue, near
Salem, last week.
Mrs. Oscar Scarberry is ill
at her home.
Mrs. C. S. McElroy is on the
sick list.
000 miles long.
Mr. and Mrs. Tally
Baker,
Evansville, visited friends here
Do FALSE TEETH
last weekend.

ay,

GEORGE MURPHY
ANNE SHIRLEY
CAROLE LANDIS ,

Clara Boothe Luce's;

ma tits Shying Star el
Md Illany's Brio Show

DENNIS DAY
Fox

JOAN BENNETT

Movietone News

Victory

Short

MILTON BERLE

and Otto Preminger
The Most Laughs, The Most Thri114, The
Love Of the Year!
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Where There's a Soldier... '

168 Pairs

Men's Wash Pants
Odds and Ends - 3 Special Lots - Slightly Soiled
$100
$149
$195

There's
Romance!

g,
4

It's best by
Performance
products . . •
BUY

mod pi39/`41t.
P7liebb

ROBERT PAIGE
HARRIET HILLIARD

PLUS SECOND BIG FEATURE

CHARLES STARRETT
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NANCY COLEMAN
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r.,
don
Mia
ed
L)oruthY Gilbert Farn
of
Prowell,
rain
Hopkinsville
re married in
nesday, June 30. Mrs. ProwMr. and Mrs. J. D. Daniels,
is a daughter of Mr. and Mexico, on the
birth of a son,
Mr.
and
Gilbert
Calvin
Nannie Stephen Crider, July 6, at
well is a son of Mrs.
Princeton Hospital.
well.
•
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams, the
Highlands, upon the birth of a
ttend Picnic
baby daughter, Tuesday mornKuttawa Springs
ing. July 6. Mother and child
picnic at are
ose attending a
reported
in
satisfactory
ttawa Springs Sunday, July condition.
Mitchell
Mrs.
and
•
• •
were: Mr.
Wayne
Mr. and Mrs. Gideon Bentz,
wery and children,
Dave
Donald, Mr. and Mrs.
Princeton, Route I, on the birth
June, Mr. of a
tins and daughter,
daughter, Janneda Heelen,
Mrs. Noble Paris, Mr. and June 28.
Aubrey Litchfield and Mr.
Mrs. Jewell Traylor and son,
ell Aubrey.

Hospital News

byterian Picnic
Lake Rabbit Today
Sold Only Thru
Funeral Directors.
Made and Serviced by

KATTFRJOHN
Concrete Products
Paducah, Ky.
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Pupils and teachers of the
Sunday
tral Presbyterian
the
tool and members of
urch congregation will have
picnic at Lake Rabbit Woods
at 4
afternon starting
ock, with games, contests,
bet supper as features, the
v. John Fox announced this
k.

SUNDAY
—and—

MONDAY

ore Women Wanted
Recruits For WACs
Young women of Princeton are
ed to join the WACs, new
tonal quota for which has rently been increased to 300,000.
women will take over 54
.5 now performed by men,
:easing the latter for active
that duty. Lieut. Sarah Pawsky. Paducah, recruiting dewill be here Friday afterfrom 1 to 5 o'clock, to inview applicants. Women 21
50 years old, with no de'dent under 14, of good charand citizens of the United
ites are eligible to enlist in
1NACs.
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Madisonville. — Mrs. L. B.
de whose son was killed
ard the U. S. Oklahoma
en Pearl Harbor was bombed.
stened the new destroyer
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n last weekend. The ship was
unched from the Consolidated
Corporation shipyard in
ange, Texas.
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HENRY TRAVERS
LEE J. COBB
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iso—
Tommy Tucker's Orch
ount News

D WEDNESDAY
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OR ERROR"

Rev. E. S. Denton, pastor of
den Memorial Methodist
urch, has returned from
a
nstian Adventure Camp for
terrnediates, which met last
i-ek, Monday through Friday,
sly 2, at Kuttawa Springs,
YOU county. He was one of„
e instructors M classes which
for several hours each day,
d studied the theme "Building
rid Friendship." Sheridan Lee,
Chinese who is an assistant
ulty member of University of
aeunsin, also was an instruct-

Mrs. Sallie Moore, Marion,
continues to improve after an
appendectomy she underwent
last week.
• • •
Mrs. Bettie Wood, Marion, is
under treatment.
• • •
Miss Sammye Sizemore, nurse,
is on vacation.

Bare Leg Legion
By Betty Clarke
Associated Press Features
Dear housewives: Bare legs
have taken New York by storm
and a Fifth Avenue salon has instituted a class of instruction in
the art of applying leg makeup!
A brand new way to apply the
liquid to prevent streaks was
demonstrated to Rockefeller Center working girls by the salon
directress, Mala Rubenstein.
A sponge, she says, should be
used to apply the liquid.
Dip the sponge in water, then
squeeze out the excess, pouring some of the liquid on the
sponge. After painting the feet,
stroke up the leg in long sweeps
from ankle to about six inches
above the thigh. Keep stroking
until your leg is dry and the
liquid well blended. Then if
you happen to have a chamois
cloth, shine your legs to get
that "chiffon finish." It should
given you a sheer, bronzed, lovely leg—and give it a slimmer
appearance besides.
It takes only about five minutes to apply the makeup and
the best way to do it to save
your rugs, is to stand on some
newspapers in the bathroom.
Be sure to apply the liquid
before dressing and to have
your legs thoroughly defuzzed.
There is also a legstick which
will conceal veins, blemishes
and imperfections on the legs.
This is applied by drawing long
even lines the length of the leg
with
the
and smoothing out
hands.

Tin Can Collection
Scheduled July 16

The regular monthly collection
of tin cans will be made Friday,
July 16, Merle Drain, salvage
chairman in charge of this phase
of the war effort, said this week.
Housewives are urged to have
cans, properly prepared,
Rev. Mr. Denton conducted de- their
in convenient places in front of
tional periods, morning watch,
their homes, to expedite this
evening vespers, in addi- collection.
S to his duties as instructors.
District Superintenden W. I. tended the camp one day.
lady and Mrs. Mundy, HopMr. Denton reported an en,le, were in charge of camp rollment of 72 intermediates, invales dii ecting general rou- cluding the following from the
st classes, meals and re- local church: Charles Yates,
bon. Dr. Harry Short, con- Douglas Brandon, Gene Croft and
ce executive secretary, at- Virginia Bowie Satterfield.

Shirley Paige, 22, (above) and
Victor Moore, 67, veteran stage
and screen comedian, were married in Chicago January 16, 1942,
he disclosed in Hollywood. Miss
Paige, a dancer, met Moore during a stage engagement in Chicago.
—AP Telemat

+ At the +

Churches
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A.M., Sunday School.
11:00 a.m. Sermon by Rev. A.
D. Smith.
6:45 P.M., Youth Fellowship.
7:45 p.m., Sermon by Dr. W. I.
Munday.
8:45 p.m., Fourth Quarterly
Conference.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Bible School at 9:45, John F.
Graham, Supt.
Worship, 10:55. Rev. John N.
Fox.
The Communion Service each
Lord's Day. The sermon by the
Minister.
Evening service at 7:30.
Midweek prayer service Wednesday at 7:30, with choir rehearsal immediately following.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Pastor, John N. Fox
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
9:45 A.M., The Church School.
10:45 A.M., Morning Service of
Praise and Meditation. Message:
Builder,"
Eternal
"God, The
Rev. Charles Brooks.
6:30 P.M., Tuxis meets.
7:30 P.M., Evening Service.
that
Wine
Meditation: "The
Leaves no 'Morning After'."
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M., Midweek prayer fellowship; 8:30
P.M., Choir rehearses.
REV. J. T. CUNNINGHAM
WILL PREACH AT COBB
Rev. John T. Cunningham
will preach at Cobb schoolhouse, Sunday, July 11, at 11
in morning, and 2 in afternoon.
He will preach at Cedar Bluff
schoolhouse Sunday night at
7:30 o'clock.

Phone so
•

•
•
•
Dorothy Ann Davis

Churches. Clubs
•

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
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Society.
.Personals

Personals
James Gordon Vickrey, Toledo, Ohio., has returned home
after a week's vacation with
his grandmother, Mrs. Gross,
Princeton, and other relatives at
Sturgis and Wheatcroft.
Mrs. Sam Parrent and children, Marvin Earl and Dorris
Ann, of Detroit, are visiting
her mother, Mrs. Lena Johnson
and other relatives this week.
Major A. E. Dainraw, Camp
Forrest, Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Al Chapin, Dyer, Tenn.,
were weekend visitors of Mr.
and Mrs. Hampton Nichols.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Blackburn and small daughter, Lloyd,
Louisville, are visiting his mother, Mrs. J. W. A. Blackburn,
Hopkinsville street.
Mrs. H. V. Edwards and 20months-old-twin daughters, Donna and Nancy, Nashville, are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R
Willard, Darby street, enroute
to, Fort Benning, Ga., where they BABY, FAWN SHARE BOTTLE—This fawn wandered alone inwill join her husband, who is to the garden of Arthur Hademan at Seattle. Wash., and shared
a bottle of milk with daughter Sandra, (above), 15 months.
in military service there.
Mrs. A. P. Herring, Clint, Shortly after, the fawn was turned over to a zoo. —AP Telemat
Texas, is visiting her half-sister, teach another year.
relatives in city. Mrs. Lane is
Mrs. Willie E. Groom, WashMr. and Mrs. Clyde Hardrick the former Miss Gertrude Nichington street. She is the former Miss Laura Johns and has and family, of Detroit, arrived ols, a sister of Mrs. Cash, Mrs.
Saturday for a week's visit Matt Guess, Mrs. Mae Neel
lived here.
Miss Mary Quisenberry, Mor- with friends and relatives here. Misses Byrd and Myrtle Nichols
ganfield, spent last week-end
Mrs. James "Hindman
and and Fred Nichols.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. small daughter, Lou Ellen, MemMrs. Ralph L. Cash and little
Major Quisenberry.
phis. and Mrs. H. H. Wallace
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Walker and son, Bradley, also of Mem- daughter, Betty Lou, left Nashspent Tuesday in Paducah with phis, have returned home after ville last week by plane for
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Moore.
a month's stay at the home
whem they will
Mrs. Avery Reed and small of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. spent the remainder of the sumdaughters, Mary Ann and Caro- Bradley Randolph, Hopleinsville mer with Mrs. Cash's sister.
line, of Marion, were visitors road.
They were accompanied to Nashin Princeton, Monday.
Misses Mary Dancie and Vir- ville by Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Cash
S-Sgt. Randy Bartow, Dyers- ginia Hodge, Seminary street, and Mrs. May Neel.
burg, Tenn., and Miss Mable have as house guests, Misses
Rut!) Nichols, Dyer, Tenn., were Dorothy Dan Cancer and Sue
Card of Thanks
guests of her parents, Mr. and Oliver, of Seneth, Mo. They
We wish to express our sinMrs. Hamptom Nichols
over will return to Seneth, Monday,
the Fourth.
July 11, and will be accompan- cere thanks to all who were so
Mrs. Bob Duke, and little ied by Miss Mary Dancie Hodge, kind and sympathetic in our
daughter, Rebecca, of Birming- whose school term will begin, sad hours of bereavement, the
illness and death of our dear
ingham, Ala., are visiting Rev. Monday, July 12.
and Mrs. 0. M. Schultz, HopMr. and Mrs. Willard Moore husband and father, E. J. Sherikinsville street.
daughter, Vivian dan.
and
little
Also we thank those who prePatty and Joanne Pickering Clare, Paducah, spent several
have returned from New Or- days here, including Fourth of sented the beautiful flowers and
leans, La., where they have July, as guests of Dr. and Mrs. Brother Egbert for his consolbeen visiting their aunt, Mrs. W. C. Haydon, Washington St., ing words.
Mrs. E. J. Sheridan,
Nettie Feeney.
and Mrs. Beadle Moore, West
and children.
Mr. Ernie Sheridan, Detroit, Market street.
attended the funeral of
Mrs. D. F. Nesbit and daugh- 11111166011111111111.011111011110111116.
his
father, E. J. Sheridan here Sat- ter, Suzanne, Louisville, spent
urday. .
several days here last week
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Kenneday, visiting Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Detroit, are visiting relatives Goodwin and family, Hopkinshere this week.
vine street, returning to LouisMrs. P. G. Kirk, Hopkinsville, ville, Sunday, July 4.
Mrs. R. S. Robertson left
was the guest of friends and
relatives here last week-end.
this week for .Tarrytown, N. Y.,
Mrs. George Harrelson left where she will spent the sumMonday for Albuquerque, N. mer with her daughter, Mrs.
M., where she will visit her W. D. Bickam.
Mrs. E. Y. B. Foster has redaughter, Mrs. Ralph Randolph
cently returned from Kansas
and Lieut. Randolph.
Miss Kathryn Laverty has re- City, Mo., where she visited
turned from Danville, where she her husband, who is stationed
was the guests of Miss Virginia in the Army there.
Mrs. J. E. Lane, Cookville,
Maxwell, daughter of Rev. W.
S. Maxwell. She will remain Tenn., and her daughter, _Mrs.
here with her mother, Mrs. Jared Maddux and baby daughRoberta Laverty, during the ter, Virginia Lane, Elizabethto ton, Tenn., are guests of Dr.
summer, before returning
Cedar Key, Fla., where she will and Mrs. W. L. Cash and other

Miss Frances Wainwright, of
Louisville, spent last week-end
with Mrs. William Pickering
and family.
Mrs. C. M. Wood left Wednesday noon for Anchorage, where
she is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Lorenzo K. Wood and Judge
Wood.
Everybody reads The Leader
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Sit

to listiuctise

These Crosby Square ventilates invite the welcome summer
breezes. They sustain your
vigor—they keep up your pep
and appearance. Why not buy
your pair now?

$6.85

Others

$3.95 & $5.00

Princeton Shoe Co
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PRINCETON HOLINESS
Rev. D. G. Schofield, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m.
Devotional Service, 11:00 a.m.
Evangelistic Service, 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service and
Bible study, 8:00 P.M.

Why not give my gasoline
a try?
It's best by test and always gives an accurate
Performance . . . Drive in today and try our
Products . . . Our prices will save you money.
BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS!
171
/
2c
18.6c
161/2c
White Gas
9c
Kerosene
oji gallon.........................................qt. 15c
30,4
Two
$1.10
40 wt.
We have received some new oil-20,
50c a gallon
CR SALE: A silver-plated Cornet. Same as new!
R
Etehg)la4aaGas (first)

ORNICK OIL CO
and ROBERT

YOUNG

• B. Williams, Mgr.

Hopkinsville St.

Fuming! Firci
MINX MODES

ACCIDENT

Worthy successors to silk and nylon--and made
with the same fine craftsmanship that has alwaws

insurance softens
the Wow I

distinguished Humming Birds. All rayons are not
alike—Humming Birds are acknowledged leaders

Insure with

Service Insurance
Agency
Phone 490
S. Harrison St.
siloessisortip
THE TRAVELERS, Hartford

HEART BREAKER
Refreshing as o "coke", this cool young Checked
Seersucker frosted with White Pique
shoulder inserts and nipped-in waist band. The swishy
peplum does things for the ngure The whole
Concoction okayed by the Minx Modes College ond
Career Girl Comm.".
Browa.
Red. Sizes 9 so IS

boasting better fit flattery and strength. And
the colors are ri:tht for your new Fall things.

.

98e and $1.17 a pair

WICARSON'S

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

Hopkinsville, Ky.

"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
•
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Roberts Gives 40
Years To Kentucky
Soil Conservation

r4

SOLDIER WOLFE'S DEPENDENTS—This is the family of Cyril G. Wolfe, 42, of
DesMoines. Ia.,
called 'the army's highest paid private" because he and his family received $203.50
a
under
the allotment plan. His dependents are (left to right seated): Mrs. Agnes Wolfe, month
Angela, 2: Colleen, 15; Mrs. Wolfe; David, 4 months; Ronald, 16; Jacqueline, his mother;
(left to right standing) Joanne. 8, twin sister of Dianne; Jeannine, 13; Barbara. 11; 4: Diane, 8.
John, 9. Word
has come to the family that Wolfe, who enlisted last April 10 and is stationed at Aberdeen
Proving Grounds, Md.. has been made a corporal.
.
—AP Telemat
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Priv %ma

After almost 40 years of service to agriculture, Prof. George
Roberts has retired as head of
the Agronomy Department of the
University of Kentucky Agricultual Expirement St4tion. His
successor is Prof. E. J. Kinney,
who has been at the Experiment
Station since 1908.
Prof. Roberts is widely known
for his work with the soil. He is
one of the pioneers in soil building and conservation. For almost
a generation he has gone up
and down the highways and byways of Kentucky preaching and
teaching restoration of the soil
and maintenance of fertility.
Most of the extensive work in
soils and crops at the main Experiment Station at Lexington
and at the experiment substations at Quicksand and Princeton
was developed under his supervision. He also established a
system of soil
demonstration
fields in the State.
'While relinquishing active
duties as department head, Prof.
Roberts will remain at the Experiment Station, that agriculture
Flower Parry Coogan (above)
may continue to have his advice has been granted a decree of diand sunset. Deal Thomas P. vorce from Jackie Coogan, child
Cooper said he considered it screen star of nearly 20 years
fortunate that he would continue ago, after testifying in a Los
to be asociated with the Experi- Angeles court that he moved her
ment Station.
into what she termed a "glori"In the 40 years that he has fied men's club at Monterey"
been at the Experiment Station after their marriage Aug. 10.
he. has performed a service for 1941. Coogan, a member of the
agriculture that is most out- army air forces, moved six other
standing, adding greatly to the soldiers in "to share expenses."
productivity of agriculture and she testified.
—AP Telemat
to the economic wealth of the
state," said Dr. Cooper. "Through Food Chief
his leadership, farmers of Kentucky have undertaken a soils
program the results of which can
be seen everywhere
in
the
State.'

GI Checkers Not
What They Were
North Camp Polk, La. (1P)—
Private Harold N. Fisher of New
York says soldiers of the last war
were better checker players than
those of today.
As an infant checker prodigy
he began touring Army camps in
the last war, trouncing the men
in uniform from Maine to MissisBEN BREAKS THE NEWS TO WHIRLY—"It's
just like losing my best friend." says Ben Jones, sippi. Later he became a profesWhirlaway's trainer, as he feeds the all-time money-mak
ing champion of the turf some Alfalfa sional player and won
at Washington Park, suburban Chicago track, following
the nanews that Whirly is being retired to Kentucky's green pastures and will race no more.
tional championship three times.
—AP Telemat
Fischer's pet trick is beating 22
Moveing an armored division
checker
players and five chess
Saved
From Gallows
and its equipment requires 75
players at the same time, moving
from board to board like a quickrailroad trains of from 28 to 75
cars each.
lunch-counter waitress. He says
there's nothing to it.
"The untrained player plans
A 60 page booklet, issued by
only a move at a time," he exthe Nazi in Poland,
contains
plains. "By thinking only two or
only the titles of polish authors,
three moves ahead, the profesbooks that are prohibited readsional who ordinarily plans 10 or
ing.
".,.and tell my old gang down
15 moves in advance, can win
at the Telephone Company that
easily."
I'm thinking of them. I see tons

qeite'a Vend
Oost Eel1
of telephone materials every day
over here—in the form of tanks,
shells and field communications
equipment. We need a steady
stream of these supplies to win—
and being a telephone man, I
knou. that telephone lines have to
carry many calls affectingproduc-

tion and transportation offighting equipment. So I hope you
bomefolks are helping to keep the
wires clear, for war calls which
MUST go through. Love,
BILL"
*

*

*

Fellows like Bill Jones—on
the fighting front—know what
they're talking about when
they say that Victory depends
upon an unceasing flow of supplies. And at home, those directing the war effort rely on
the telephone to keep munitions and men moving forward.
These urgent calls pass
through the same local telephone equipment you use. Yet
facilities can't be expanded to
.meet demands fully, because
the necessary materials are
being made into planes, tanks
and guns.
By avoiding unnecessary
local calls—and by speaking
briefly whenever you talk—you
help relieve crowded lines and
switchboards for war duty. In
that way you help speed vital
war calls.

SOUTHERA BELL TELEPHORE
ROD TELEGRAPH COMPRAY
!MCORP OR AT 10

Kidneys Must
Work Well -

Army Mail Goes Through
Camp Polk, La. iPi—Officers
here say that despite the fact
that the camp postal service
handles an incoming soldier mail
comparable to that of a city of
1,500,000 population and forwards
some 30,000 letters monthly to
all corners of the world, an average of only six letters a day
must be returned to their senders.

For You To Feel Well
24 hours every day, 7 days every
week, never stopping, the kidney• filter
waste matter from the blood.
If more people were aware of how the
kidneys must constantly remove surplus fluid, excess acids and other waste
matter that cannot stay in the blood
without injury to health, there would
be better understanding of why the
whole system is upset when kidneys fail
to function properly.
Burning,scanty or too frequent urination sometimes warns that something
is wrong. You may suffer nagging backache, headaches, dizziness, rheumatic
pains, getting up at nights. swelling.
Why not try Doos'• Pills? You will
be using a medicine recommended the
country over. Doss'• stimulate the function of the kidneys and help them to
flush out poisonous waste from the
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Dome• today. Use with confidence.
At all drug stores,

DOAN'S PILLS

On the eve of his scheduled
execution in Milan. Mich., for
treason, the death sentence of
Max Stephan (above) was commuted to life imprisonment by
President Roosevelt. Stephan was
convicted of helping an escaped
Nazi prisoner.
—AP Telemat

NOW'S OUR CHANCE yo
sAvi
THE BETTER
THINGS WE ALL
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"r1s
Gene Krupa, band leader,
watches as the jury files out after finding him guilty in San
Francisco of contributing to the
delinquency of a minor through
transportation of narcotics. He
faces a maximum prison sentence
—AP Telemat
of six years.

PETE SAYS: Be prepared ky
any emergency by
always car.
rying adequate insurance.

John E. Young
ROR,
110 so Jefferson
Phone Li

One-quarter of all the inhabitants of Argentina lives in
Buenos Aires.
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Russians Spoof
German Defenses
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Moscow 1,4")—The latest issue
of Crocodile. Soviet humorous
periodical, spoofs the muchvaunted German defenses along
the English channel with a fullpage colored cartoon showing
shores being defended by one
lone gun and a one-legged soldier on crutches.
Behind the gun, a bunch of
reporters sit with Goebbels at a
picnic table loaded with wine
bottles. The caption reads:
"On order from Berlin, journalists of vassal countries gleefully describe powerful reinforcements."

17'
N4i's

1
Buy On Our Convenient
Budget Payment PIAII!

Regular Size and Oversize As Well as Undersize
We can properly fit
your room whether it be large oi.,5f113
. and right here in our floor
covering department s
ing you quality
broadloom at moderate prices. Ste
today.
• Broadlooms in All-Over Floral:• Self-Toned Leaf
• Twist Weaves and Plains

Room Size

Mrs. J. R. Collins

9x12 ft. 12x18 ft.
12x16*-6" 12x15 ft. 9x1S ft. 9x1:, If
Alsa-8'-3"x10*-6" 7'-6"x9 ft 6ft x 9 fl

Respectfully,

S. J. Larkins
COUNTY TAX COMMISSIONER

A GOOD SUPPLY ON HAND

Quality Broadlooms by
• Bigelow
• Alexander Smith
• haragheusian

• Firth
• Beattie
• Mohawk

A Well Rounded Stock of Scatter Rug"

KEACH FURNITURE CO.
.1re,

riitsnatpeelyrrnoapnecrna:yed. .

A
ries
eggs.

Judge Marvin Jones (above)
has been appointed war food
administrator to succeed Chester
C. Davis. In stepping out of the
post, Davis flatly told President
Roosevelt that the program to
combat inflation won't work in
its present form. —AP Telemat

To The Taxpayers
Of Caldwell County:

"•••••

hrtnThoietsmbTalooheep
nhin5
niiar contt

Works. it is in co

Almost every type of broadloom rug imaginable' W:,'
Velvets, Axminsters! They come
in tone-on-tone, Colonial, Oriental and other patterns and in colors.

July 1, 1943.
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Big, Fresh Stock for Your
Selection

The Tax Commissioner's Office is now open
Please come or send in and list your property.

need laxatives. I feel fine. My
daughter suffered much the same
as I did, and she too has been
greatly relieved by Retonga. My
husband says he never saw anything do anybody as much good
as Retonga did mL"
Retonga is a
urely herbal
gastric tonic combined
with
liberal quantities of Vitamin B-I
for digestion, nerves and strength.
Accept no substitute. Retonga
may be obtained at Dawson's
Drug Store.
—adv

derson Ho
e War Plan
Peace Use
ohibvi
yoeproR
n i nngeeanruitth
caated

Butte, Mont. ()—Mrs. Helen
Spangler, member of the WAACs
in Iowa, and her husband, John,
a soldier in Texas, were promoted to staff sergeants on the same
day. Mrs. Spangler and her husband wrote to Butte relatives
Iceland has many geysers and about their promotions, although
neither knew that the other had been raised in rank.
hot springs.

SELDOM ATE A MEAL
WITHOUT SUFFERING
Retonga Again Proves Worth
By Bringing Prompt Relief To Mrs. Collins. Daughter Praises Retonga.
Gratefully and happily praising Retonga, Mrs. J. R. Collins,
well known resident of 900-4th
St., S. W., Birmingna,n, says she
wants others suffering as she
did to profit by her happy ox•
perience with this note.1 hert al
stomachic and Vitamin B-1 medicine.
"For years I seldom ate a
meal without terrible gas formation and heartburn afterward,"
states Mrs. Collins. 'It seemed to
make no difference what P. ate,
I would have that same terrible
burning in my chest and I felt so
bloated with gas and nervous at
night that I couldn't half sleep.
I was always taking strong laxatives for constipation, and my
arms felt so stiff and sore that
it bothered me in my housework.
"My relief by Retonga seems
marvelous. I can eat anything I
want. The soreness and pains in
my arms are relieved, and I don't

A Ranking Family
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Homemakers

OFFICIAL TABLE OF CONSUMER POINT VALUES FOR MEAT, FATS, FISH, AND CHEESE
No. 4-Effective July 1, 1913
runes
pow see.

comfasolelTif

BEEF

OMNI
MOM
Waft*
,11111.1 Tlp
ILlest or Waft

VEAL

/3

Mb-studs{(chip lime on)
or ad)
Sbals 1116-abillm ONO
bias NO(W 010
1111-1tallalsi(dribalwew)

STEAKS AND CHOPS
Lein Chops
Rib Chops
Shudder Chops
Round Stub (cutlets)
Sirloin Steak it Cans

10

0 fro

11

INalle Rd standing (Ala
Wm*(P eld)
Rind Ty

11
22

1,aliests

mu

11
9

MI6 Shasidar-how ..
CUM'us Starlia-Widest

10

I
12

STEWS AND OTHER CUTS
Breast and Flank
Neck boas In
Neck bonded
Shank bons in
Lamb Patties lamb round
from necks, Ranks, shanks,
breasts, and miscellaneous
lamb trimmings

ROASTS
Rump and Sirloin bens in
Rump and Sirldo-bandsu
Lm
Shoulder -bele In
Sheolder--housiess

10
STEWS AND OTHER CUTS
Bread -bon In_
Brant bonaless__......
Flank Meat
Neck bone le
Neck- headed
Shenk Ian In
Shank and Heel Nest - boneless
Ground Veal and Mies
veal ground Irese necks,
flanks, shanks, breasts,
and miscellaneous real
trimmings .....

STEWS AND OTHER CUTS

6

Shut Ribs
Plan-hons
Plals-bwiod

6
7

6
a

Orlskal -71mnoleas
Oak Mel
Hod -bob
Nat-tendon
.
Had 111.11-bnalato
Slunk Is..
Sams* boneless

7
6

8

HAMBURGER
eel grownd Ireer necks,
Ranks shanks, skirts, NI
el fund, briskets, plates,
end ahcalbnood bad
hinelags and hod Id

7

PAO
Pi

2
Brain
Ihdk or Lid Post Snow
ChM Cm Carne MM Mem. 3

Duffed Tongue
• Dreed Bel
Hams and Picnics (whole
er half) .
Luncheon Meat

ROASTS
Leg whole of part
Sirloin Roast bone in
Yoke, Rattle, or Iambbone in
Yoke. Rattle, or Triangle-boneless
Chuck or Shoulder, warecut bone in, neck oil
Chuck or Shoulder, squintcut boneless, neck oft
Chuck or Shoulder, crosscut bone in

13

3
16

VARIETY MEATS
Brains
Head
Kidneys
User
Swootbroods
Tape
MEATS'
(IA the an sirs
contalmen)

4
6
3

7
7
4

7
4

Cantor Chaps
End Chops
Lolo-banobss, Ind and
and wry
Tended*
Haw -Iwo IN, also
Shoulder Chops and Woks._
BMWs,Ind and cured only
ROASTS
Lein whole,half, or and Cuts
Lein actin cuts
Hami whole or hall
Ham.- butt sad
Ham, shalt WM
Ham.- benslus,MO or hail
Haw -bisobss.ass_
Shoulder -whole or shook
hall(plai) boo In.
Shoulder -shank half(picnic)

2

3

2
3
3
g
S

other ready-te-eat meet
dem shall be determined
by adding Z posnts per
pound to the point vatue per
pound ei the unroolr ed item
irons which ii. prepared d
is *old whole, or 3 poets
per pound Asil be added sl
4 is reeked and Aced

1
1
3
4
2
1

2
1
1
3
1
4
4
1
1

FATI
Heel

Kidneys
Users.
Tongue
Tails
Snels:

Dry Sausage Hard: Typical
Items are hart Salami, hard
Certelat, and Peppered
Sarni-Sir Sausan, Typical
Items are Correll, Pert
Roll, and Mortadolb
Fresh, Smoked and Cooked
Sausage:, Typical nom
are Pork Sausage, Whiners,
Bologna, Baked LOOM
and Liner Sausage, and
Chile Con Canso (Brick).
Group 1. 100% owl con-

Bethany Homemakers

Homemakers Club
Bethany
held its regular meeting Friday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, at the
The bluefish is considered
home of Mrs. Lewis Jenkins.
the most ferocious and destrucMrs. Clarence Nichols presided. tive fish for its size in the world.
The lesson on "Safety on the
Farm and Home Front" was led Everybody reads The Leader
by Mrs. Dewey Jenkins. A discussion on the Woman's Land
Army was held. The club adjourned to meet in July with
Mrs. Scott Herron.
Present were Mesdames Harve
Nichols, Hiawatha Coleman, Nina Coleman, Dewey Jenkins,
Scott Herron, and Miss Nancy B.
Scrugham. Visitors were Donald The regular Annual Meeting
and Ronnie Coleman.

Eddy Creek Homemakers
7

tent
Group 2: Hol lea lhan 1055
meat
Group 1: Net less than 50%
meat; User Sausage and
Blood Sausage included
regardless at aghas sod
content
Group 4: Less than 50% MR
more than 70%. must;
Souse and Head Chow
Included regardless of higher meat conteM
Mae" cotton leraeles asiri cowirea _of Leo Onbr IA

4

Eddy Creek Homemakers were
guests of Mrs. Martin Oliver
Thursday afternoon. Mrs. W. H.
Tandy, vice chairman, called the
meeting to order and led the
discussion on "Home Safety."
labor
farm
A discussion on
problems was led by the home
agent.
Refreshments were served the
following members and visitors:
Mesdames Wylie Brown, Dique
Satterfield, W. H. Tandy, J. C.
Gresham, Chas. B. Lester, Ira
Cotton, Cook Oliver, Price Lester,
W. L. Glover and Miss Nancy
Scrugham.

b OMAN
I« bulk M011am
Thbles el Toll POO Olesa.

PATS, OlUI, AND DAIRY PRODUCTS
POO
PAO
PI

4

Lard
Shortening_
Salad and Caching Ms
(I pint wwl pawl)

Mackerel
Linton

5

4

marprins
Processed Battu

3

4

All other But*
E /KNOW K CM.

Sardines

2

Tuna

Itstesiseclelmesebelede
sutural chemise sled peed-

Tallow Tall

".
er
P -1
'
:•=trnwe4
el naterel cheeses.

1

C MEESES-Groop I.
Cheddar (American).
Al produds contain6 *50th.
Meal Led
ing 30 percent or more
al cheddar (yratad-do.Gemmed se leek.
Sestecl Hee. Clamped Ham. red Cheesed Pe& camels., es we removed hydrated cheese is "'tedefele Spired leeelsese
kem eemelsse•.
than trim Group I)

NevIchs,e1
Creamed Cottage
Cheese
more that 5 , butler fat)
AS rationed cheeses
which an not le Group I
and which neatain a
greater amount at the
Grain, II cheeses Men,
taken together, than the
total amount at d dhow

Ultima Sausage

• S. 00•01811.1.,

CHEESES-Grmip
Cream Chase.

OMR

I

CHEESES-Gropp Ill.
All othsr rationed
cheese Denudes at lop

,111141•1•1<•

resident had one solution he regarded as novel if not entirely
adaptable. It was to box the
factories up and ship them to our
Allies who are backward industrially - China, South and
Central American countries, for
instance.

Water Runs Uphill
For Army Air Corps

Wendover Field, Utah (P')Engineers are going to make
water run uphill for the benefit
of U. S Army Air Corps men at
Wendover Utah's salt desert.
Early this summer they expect
beRumania
The history of
12-inch pipeline
gan in 101 AD., with the Roman to complete a
g supply
colonization of the Dacian king- 32 miles long connectin
springs with a million-gallon
dom.

bond Mose hi Gray
III air
2 Swiss
Brick
Munster
Limburger
Grated Dehydrated
2
Gouda
Edam
Italian
Greek
Bleu
Brie
Camembert
2 Liededsranz
cottage clam ad
crossed nand cheese
conbinlog 5% or less
Weald in ad rationed.

The Persian
Navy consists
of two sloops, five patrol vessels,
two tugs and motor patrol boats.

GOLDEN

•

6

PAUL RUDOLPH
Secretary.

Reserve District No. 8

Charter No. 3064

REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF PRINCETON IN THE STATE OF KENTUCKY, AT
THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON JUNE 30, 1943.
Published in Response to Call Made by Comptroller of the Currency,
Under Section 5211, U. S. Revised Statutes.

13.
14.
15.
16.
18.
19.
23.

GUERNSEY GRADE A

,

a

Signed,

ASSETS
1. Loans and discounts (including $506.85 overdrafts) $
2. United States Government obligations, direct and
guaranteed
3. Obligations of States and political subdivisions
4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures
5. Corporate stocks (including $4,500.00 stock of Federal Reserve bank)
6. Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve
balance, and cash items in process of collection
7. Bank premises owned $12,000,00, furniture and fixtures $5,000.00
More than 400 Chinese stud(Bank premises owned are subject to $(none)
ent pilots have come to the U. S.
liens not assumed by hank)
for standard U. S. Army Air 11. Other assets
Corps training.

OONT ENVY
THE VITALITY
OF CHILDREN

MORE

This meeting is for the purpose of hearing reports from
the President and transacting
such other business as may
come before the meeting.
This July 2, 1943.

American farmers produced
more than four million acres of
flaxseed in 1942.

12.

DRINK

of the Members of the Eastern Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers' Association will be
held in Springfield, Tennessee
on Wednesday, July 14, 1943,
beginning at 10 o'clock A.M.,
at the main office of the Association.

storage reservoir at the base.
To do this, the water must be
pumped from the springs and
raised 228 feet to clear a ridge,
after which it will be pumped
through the line at 1,000 gallons
per minute.

th
in
ay
ire
re

Schedule

Friday, July 9, 2:30 p.m., Eddyyille Road, Mrs. Urey Lamb,
hostess; Thursday, July 15, 2:30
p.m., Friendship, Mrs. Floyd
Hunter, hostess.

NOTICE

SAUSAGE

VARIETY MEATS

Tamales

lo

10

Brains
Chitterlings

Sausage In ON

Ito
mi

7
7

Spareribs
locums and Backbones__.
Feat bon in
Fat Backs and Clear Plates._
Plates, regular
Jowls
Hocks
Knuckles

densed
(In any berwmffelly
salad sablesr)

ment of the Army Service Force,
has given some thought as to
what is to become of this and
similar plants erected to meet
war needs. He said a Henderson

7

OTHER PORK CUTS

Shrbip

veal

Picnic er Sheller IsIs. 10
2
Bachand Pork -Awl or
lonsloss
shredded,
4
Spareribs, MK Of larbassad
Tongue, slices
anon Want
The point rah,. ol any

. llama ar Manse

4

Port,

ekes
Picnic or Shouldw-bila In.

Shoulder -butt hall (Boston
butt)-hossa
Shadier-het hall (Bodo
Italy hossoless

Bacon slab or peen, rind pe. 7
Bacon slab or piece, rind OR. 8
8
Bacon sliced, rind off
Bacon Canadian style, pleas
11
or sliced
1
Bacon rinds
Bacon plate and Jell
4
squares

Bonita

Petted and Deviled
Meats

10
10
10
7

Woolen_

s
Pubb (CookeJ and I=
Iserrnetkally
esetabor)
6

7

COOKED, BOILED, BAKED,
AND BARBECUED
le
Dried BOK
Ham. bolo In. vado WI_
11
How --bon In. doss
Ind
Ham,Haw shank and
Han- Wolin and AOC

Pigs lad--bansIn

BACON

6
S

Meat Spreads

Tongue, Beef, Lamb.
10
7

7

VARIETY MEATS
Brains
Hurts
Users
Kidneys
Sweetbreads
Twin

3
S
4

Pigs Feet, hone in
Pigs FOK, boadass and
Cutlets

3

READY-TOEAT MEATS

STEAKS AND CHOPS
10
7

Homemakers'

commaionv

PORK

STEAKS AND CHOPS
Loin Chops
Rib Chops
Leg Chops and Steaks
Shoulder Clops-Mods or
oust chops

13

ROASTS

Camel Best Hash
MAW Haus

2
4
3
6

Polalb
par lb-

corneWINDITY

LAMBMUTTON

VARIETY MEATS
Brains
Heart
Kamm
Uvor
Swoonnalo
Tails(so )sibs)
Tanya

12
12
12
11
12
12
13

Heense
per lb.

Commociavw

BEEF

toiu
totiK
se
iT-Illao
ebb
Mb Hinds ad
1116- /led all
Ando

MATS
(IN Us an elms
gostaiseprs)

Peewee
no II.

60MmOinerr

Helena, Mont. (/P)-The American influence, and especially Hollywood's, has changed sarongwearing native girl of the South
Pacific isles into a formal-gowned lady of the ballroom, writes
Pvt. Joe H. Longmire to friends
in Helena. Longmire said "at the
dance of the V club the other
night the native girls came in
bright - colored formals and
danced, American style, with the
soldiers."

422.289.35
728,700.00
127,126.99
72.749.10
4.500.00
564.822.55
17,000.00
210.44

$1,937,398.43

TOTAL ASSETS

• LIABILITIES
Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
$1,240,106.14
corporations
Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
340,383.01
corporations
Deposits of United Stater; Government (including
139,808.42
postal savings)
30,238.38
Deposits of States and political subdivisions
24,213.33
etc.)
checks,
Other deposits (certified and cashier's
$1,774,749.28
TOTAL DEPOSITS
324.61
Other liabilities

PASTEURIZED

24.

$1,775,073.89

TOTAL LIABILITIES
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

MILK

• r:

25. Capital Stock:
Common stock, total par $75,000.00
26. Suricalus
27. Undivided profits
28. Reserves

"A War Winning Beverage"
Our Convenient
Payment Plan!
More hard-working
Well as

Undersize

men and

women are drinking Milk

the
that the more energy they have
every day, for they realize
FASTER
the more their output the
more their output . . . and

small
her it be large orAssurlt.
departmer
ring
them
crate prices. See

THE WAR WILL BE WON.

1
er

Flora's

CHOSEN BEVERAGE. You
GOLDEN GUERNSEY IS THE

Isins

ze

f1.
5 ft. 9xI8 ft. 9x15
ft.
9
ft fift x

this rich, health
the wholesome goodness of
wiil like and enjoy

Two-piece Check Gingham
Rayon faille - attractive

N HAND

garments for summer-time

ms by

wear!

Firth
Beattie
Mohawk
Scatter Rug"!

BE CO.

producing milk.

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
Corner Main

SULA & ELIZA NALL

and Cadiz Street

Phone 161

75,000.00
75,000.00
6,324,54
6,000.00
$ 162,324.54

29.

TOTAL ACCOUNTS

30.

TOTAL LIABILITIES and CAPITAL ACCOUNTS_ $1,937,398.43
MEMORANDA

31 Pledged assets (and securities loaned) (book value):
(a) United States Government obligations, direct
and guaranteed, pledged to secure deposits
$ 230,000 00
and other liabilities
(b) Other assets pledged to secure deposits and
other liabilities (including notes and bills rediscounted and securities sold under re11,000.00
Purchase agreement)
241,000.00
TOTAL
(e)
:
liabilities
Secured
32.
(a) Deposits secured by pledge assets pursuant to 151,332.34
$
requirements at law
(d)

TOTAL

$ 151,832.34

1

STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALDWELL, sa:
I J. W. Myers, cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly
e
swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledg
and belief.
J. W. MYERS. Cashier
Sworn to and subecribed before me this 5th day of July, 1043.
DIXIE LOIS JACOB, Notary Public
My Commission Expires: 5-24-48
CORRECT-Attest:
HENRY SEVISON.
SAM KOLTINSKY,
GLENN E. FARMER,
Directors.

C.
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Wage Increases
Are Ordered For
Fluorspar Miners

Bisbee's Comedians
Here July 12-17

Thursday, July

Deaths and
Funerals

8,

Charles
EThrlig
Chalks P:tiir
dgereadet
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community,
his home
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years old
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a half-brother, Etiagik
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of the same
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the Rev. I. B
Hooks,
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ground,
ternoon, July 2, wher
e
ment, under
direct*
Homer Bmwn.
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curred.
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J. Vernon Stone
Washington.—To aid in expanJ. Vernon Stone, well known
sion of the fluorspar mining inresident of Princeton, died at his
dustry to meet vital war prohome on S. Jefferson street, Sunduction needs, the National War
day night. July 4, after a lengthy
Labor Board has established a
illness. He was 70 years old,
wage
stabilization
program
having been born in the Flatwhich will eliminate chaotic wage
rock community of
Caldwell
conditions which have prevented
county. He married in early
full-scale operations.
manhood Miss Elizabeth Harper,
The War Production Board, the
Pallbearers were: %bile
also of county, who, togetheer
Army and other governmental
Claude Jones, Sidney
with the following sons, daughagencies seeking to expand the
Porter Wimberly, CI*
ters and grandchildren survive:
out-put of fluorspar mines had
kins and Marvin Ss
Howar
d
Stone,
Princeton, Mrs.
urged WLB to stabilize the inAlbert
McChe
sney, Western State
dustry's wage structure, which
thers, Richard, Clem and
Teachers' College, Bowling Green;
had been thrown out of balance
and several sisters
Miss Isabel Stone, Mesdames
by rapid expansion of the in—
Vera Lamb, Robert Hawkins, this BUS PASSENGERS DUMP
dustry from a small peacetime
ED INTO RIVER—Four persons were injured seriously when this 11city; a granddaughter and grand- ton bus with 31 passengers plunged throug
producer to a vital war produch a guard rail in Denver and dropped 10 feet into
son, Mary E. Blackburn and the South Platte river. Firemen rescued many of the victims who escaped through windows. Sevtion factor. Although relatively
J. C. Bisbee
eral
babies
were
Howar
among
Stone,
d
the
ptssen
Jr.,
who
gers.
reside in
few employes are involved in
—AP Telemat
Princeton and areas adjoining
the family household.
--the entire industry, their work are to be
day, July 2, the Rev. John T. Caldwell county, February 13,
entertained by Bisbee's
Funera
l services were held at
Maggie Alberta Lowry
has become of major importance Comedians.
the residence at 2 o'clock, Tues- Cunningham, officiating. Pall- 1860. He Was a retired farmer
to the war economy.
Maggie Alberta Lowey, of the
This popular tented theatrical day
In Crittenden (
bearer
s were: Otis Cunningham, and had resided ' in this county
afternoon, the Rev. A. D.
Fluorspar, a
non - metallic,' organization returns for
Creswell vicinity, died at her
one Smith, Cumberland Presbyterian Jake Reddick, I. C. Glover
entire
his
life.
quartz-like mineral, is extensive- week, startin
, Ellis
in one tract as follom
g Monday, July 12.
Church, assisted by Rev. Rodolph Jones, Earl Williamson, and W.
He was united in marriage to home, Sunday, July 4. and was
ly used in the production of
The reason is, the Government
Lane,
France
Willia
Baptis
E.
s
buried
mson,
church
t
Nov.
B.
Mi_ek'
8,
Major.
Cemet
at
,
high-grade
officia
s
Flower
ery, Monting.
girls were:
steel,
high-octane has issued the Bisbee
Estimated:
manage- Interment was in the family bur- Mesdames C. A. Hollow
gasoline, aluminium and cera- ment a certifi
ell, Dud- 1889. To this union eight child- day afternoon. July 5. the Rev.
cate of war neces- ial plot near Flat
ren
were
born,
two girls and
Rock, by ley Smith, W. B. Majors, I. C.
mic materials.
sity to aid in maintaining morale
POPLAR . 75.40 feet
Hise Egbert, Farmersville, conRobert Morgan funeral directors. Glover, Misses Helen Hollow
About 1,400 workers are em- in the towns
ell six boys, three dying at an early ducting the rites. She was 26
they play, as the
OAK . . 150,000 ftft
age.
and Bessie Reddick.
ployed by the six major pro- title of Bisbee
years old. Surviving relatives a: ,
's Comedians sigsurviv
He
is
Burial
ed
widow
HICK
by
his
ducers in Illinois and Kentucky nify the best
was
ORY 200,000 fat
in
Cedar
Mrs.
Mary C. B. Conway
Hill
and cleanest in ensisters, Myrtle Hamby and Mrs.
directly involved in the board's tertainment
GUM
Mrs. Mary Colman Brooks Con- Cemetery, under the direction of and five sons, Ernie, of Detroit, Dalton, this county; brothers,
. . . 60,000 feet
of its kind on the
Mich.; Max, Rivers, Otis and
order. Other companies in that ro3d.
way, 81, died at her home near G. Homer Brown.
Roy Lowry, this county, and
ASH
.
. . 30,00o het
Paul,
all
of
this
area are ordered to show cause
counts'; seven
Mexico, Crittenden county, at
grandchildren; a sister, Mrs. Hugh Lowry, U. S. Army.
why the board's terms should not Mr.
9:15
o'clock
Enoc
Saturday. July 3.
Peace Goes To War
h J. Sheridan
1 SAW MILL and f
Lucy Walker, of this county; and
apply to them. The show-cause
She was married to Albert B.
Enoch Jefferson Sheridan, 83, severa
Etowah, Tenn. (IP1—To Jake
I
'UEL
nieces
l
order exempts operators with
OIL POWER 1.)1!
Trum
nephew
and
an
s.
Ray
He
Conway, who died 5 months ago, an aged and well-known
ctiizen professed faith in Christ in
fewer than 10 employes, unless Peace of Etowah wars
Truman
Ray,
Farmersville
have Feb. 8, 1888, and to their union of the Farmersville
community 1886 and in later years united community.
they operate on the holdings brought
died at the Princedomestic
CONTACT
drama v,iere born seven children, two died at his home Friday mornwith the White Sulphur Bap- ton Hospital, at 9 o'clock Friday
of other producing companies.
and peacetime the ordinary in- sons and five daughters, as fol- ing, July 2, at 4:40 a.m.
He had tist Church, of which he was a night, July 2. Funera
The board's order for the new
l services
lows: William B. and Byron L., been in declining health
for member until his death.
wage schedule was approved by terlude.
were conducted at the FarmFlint, Mich.; Mesdames Willie several weeks but his condit
The
railroa
d
engine
er
left
ion
PenDirector of Economic StabilizaFuneral services were held ersville Baptist Church, Sunday,
sacola. Florida in 1916 to serve Ennis, Crider; Jack Manskoski, became serious Wednesday when Saturd
tion Fred M. Vinson.
ay afternoon at 3:30 at July 4, the Rev. H. A. Egbert,
Cold Springs, Gladys Clark and he suffered a stroke.
Strir ,21, Ks
in
the
U.
S.
Navy
overseas for
Meek's cemetery, conducted by officiating.
Three of the six companies
Miss
Louise
Conwa
Mr.
y,
two
Cincin
Sherid
years.
nati,
an
A
was born in Rev. H. A. Egbert.
daughter. his only
specifically named in the board's
He is survived by three broOhio.
directive came before the board child, was born in his absence.
IIMIIM1111•••11 11150• •••
Surviving also are 17 grandPeace saw his daughter upon
••••
in cases involving wage disputes
11•111111111011111
children, 12 great-grandchildren
with various locals of District 50 his return from the wars. His and a
nephe
w, G. Homer Brown,
of the United Mine Workers. m.ift.i and baby returned to Flori- Prince
ton.
These companies are: Crystal da to live. He remained in TenMrs. Conway united with the
Fluorspar Company, Mahoning nesee. Until recently he thought Rock
Springs Methodist Church
Mining Company, and the U. S. his daughter was dead. He had in early
youth, where funeral
not seen or heard of her for 25
Coal and Coke Company.
years. But Mrs. Glynn T. Rich- services were conducted by her
ards of Pensacola continued to pastor, Rev. E. S. Denton, PrinceThe Sensible, Easy, T hrifty Way To Shop
Test To Discover
ton; interment was in the church
look for him.
cemete
ry, under direction of G.
Through civic clubs she found
Results Of War Diet
•
her father in Etowah. It was then Homer Brown.
Choose now from a fresh, full assortment of beddin
London 1/P1—Hundreds of house
g (blankets from 89c to $9.90 . . reserve your purcha
that Peace learned of his daughse with
the first deposit, then plan additional in-bet
wives and employes in small
ween payments as you like! Before you realize
ter—in another war—and that he
Nellie Hollowell Oliver •
it, they'll he paid
business in three English disfor, ready to use when you neeed them. It's the smart
was the grandfather of a sixw:y to shop—come in today and make your
Mrs. Nellie Hollowell Oliver,
tricts are allowing themselves to
selection
year-old boy. too.
54, died at her home in the
be weighed once every three
I ••• •111•MEMIIIMIIIIM•Ell•MIN111
1•11
1111
1•11
county
111•
at 2:35, Thursday after111MMO•INISINIIONIIIIIII
months to discover how war-time
The last living male heath noon, July
diet is affecting the nation's
1. She is survived by
hen was seen in 1932 at Martha's her husban
health.
d, N. W. Oliver. and
Vineyard. Mass.
other family members as follows:
Selected at random, the people
Three daughters. Mesdames Otis
under study are given a weight
The German national debt Cunni
ngham, Ellis Jones, Jake
card with the name of their local
was increasing at the rate of Reddic
k. of the county; sisters.
drugstore. The clerk of the desigfour billion marks a month in Mesda
mes E. L. and Roger Picknated drugstore weighs them,
1942.
ering, a brother, Carney Hollokeeping the card which will
well, superintendent of city
ultimately be sent to the Food
An American armored divis- schools,
Marion.
Ministry.
ion requires 78.000 pounds of
Mrs. Oliver was a daughter of
"Housewives are, unfortunatefood every day it is in action.
John E. and Bobbie Lee Holloly, often the first to be affected
well.
by any change in diet," said a
There are 1.200 species and
Funeral services were conductFood Ministry official. "These are
subspecies of birds in this coun- ed from
not merely theoretical statistics
the family residence at
try.
1 o'clock in afternoon of Friof no practical importance. They
help us greatly to make the best
scheme for procuring food to
keep the nation fighting fit."

FOR SALE

W.S. WILLIAM

use our Lag-Away P!an

IL

COMING!

One thousand Czechoslovakian
air pilots are now flying with
the Royal Air Force.

PRINCETON - ONE WEEK

UP"F'74el1'

$3.98

You'd expect to pay more for these fluffy blanke
ts in
plaids of rose, blue, cedar. 5 percent wool95 percent cotton, deeply napped. Wide 4 in. sateen bindin
g. 334 lb. wt

Starting Monday, July 12

MANVOTHERS AT
HUGE SAVINGS

BISBEE'S
COMEDIANS

THU OUCH

PAYROLL
* * *SAVINGS

27 PEOPLE

rticKEZ,LC'N'S

*

Deserves Fine Care

BAND and ORCHESTRA

• Wash in lukewarm
suds of gentle soap. Do
not twist or rub.
•Rinse several times in
lukewarm water. Wring
by hand or loosely adjusted
machine wringer.
•Hang lengthwise over
parallel lines, distributing weight evenly, away from
direct heat, sun.
• When dry brush gently
to raise the nap. Pull
binding straight and press
with moderate iron.

"The Show that has Everything that Makes
you
Glad You Came"

BEXEL

Opening Play

VITAMIN 111 COPPIFX CAPStittS

"SAINTLY HYPOCRITES AND
HONEST SINNERS"
Featuring
BOOB BRASFIELD THE SOUTH'S
FAVORITE COMEDIAN
New Plays
—
New Vaudeville
—
New Music
New Faces
—
New Tent —
Yes, it's all
New but the Name!

tent, trustworthy, made by
famous taboratory.

MAHALA will mystify you with
his New Illusions!

Rose or Blue Block Plaids
"Core yarn" woven blankets of 95 percent cotton.
5 percent reprocessed wool
—3-1b. weight. Durable 3inch sateen binding.

72x84 In. 75%
Cotton-25% Wool
Extra

Fine Blankets

Beautiful New Tent Theatre

U. S. Treasury Department

70x80 Inch Size
Part Wool Pairs
$2.98 pr.

Big 72x84 In. Size
Part Wool Pairs

0,

*

D'VICTORYI

Take Your
Change In
WAR STAMPS

Warmth. Lighter
weight

$4.49 ea.
23.4 lb. single blanke
t with
4 in. rayon taffeta
binding.
Jacquard
border.
Solid
color rose, blue,
green,
cedar.

Famous 72x84 Inch
"Slumberests"
25 Percent Wool75 Percent Cotton

$5.98 ea.
Expect years of servic
e
from this warm 3'it
lb.
blanket; 4 in, rayon satin
binding. Rose, blue,
green,
-edar.

ADMISSION — — 12c & 35 Cents

Wood Drug Co.

(Including Tax)
)DOORS OPEN at 7:15
—
—
Curtain at 8:00 O'clock

BROWN'S SHOW LOT

PHONE 811

FEDERATED STOW
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All persons indebt
tate of the late M
ter please settle s
fore August 1„ 1943.
All persons knowi
Ives indebted to s
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me.
Mary W. Sto
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S. WILLIA
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y Important As

in ltockcastle county, some farmers are building range shelters
on good pasture.
Six cream stations in Jackson
Prospects are said to be good
40
of
county report an increase
for a bumper crop of Irish popercent in cream purchased. Es- tatoes in Knox county.
timated egg production increase
is 40 to 60 percent.
Everybody reads The Leader
Purebred pigs are being sold
by some 4-H club members in
Letcher county for $15 a piece.
More than 600 acres of Irish
potatoes and approximately 350
acres ,of sweet potatoes are being grown in Leslie county.
OPTOMETRIST
Mrs. Roy Walker of Butler
E. Main St.
Phone 250
county reports that her flock
of 69 hens averaged 24 eggs last
month.
Eight hundred bushels of hyYOU CAN
brid seed corn were planted in
DEPEND
Hancock county this spring, exceding all other plantings of that
ON
crop.
Approximately 250. acres of
cucumbers for pickles were contracted for in Grayson county,
prices varying from $3 to $4 for
WHEN YOU SHIP TO US
100 pounds.
CATTLE, CALVES
Cheese demonstrations in sevSHEEP, LAMBS
HOGS,
eral counties are encouraging
homemakers to make good use of
NEW MEMBERS OF
milk surpluses.
FORD STAFF
BLAN
During the rooster selling camto grow we concontinue
paign in Clark county, 796 roostAs w•
tinue to add experienced men to
ers, weighing 3,980 pounds, were
our organization. Here are two
sold.
additions who aro waiting to
In Madison county, approxigreet you at Stanford Brothers.
mately 50 percent more wool will
John F. Orahrl•
12 years on the yards.
be pooled this year than last.
with J. C. Bower & Co.
Formerly
Members of homemakers' clubs
H. J. Hunt,
35 yaws on the yards.
in Caldwell county are assembFormerly with J. C. Bower & Co.
Posing for a poster in which ling approved articles for firstmedicine
she bestows an underwater kiss aid kits and home
on a male companion, led to a chests.
movie contract with Universal
In Lawrence county, 161 farmCOMPANY
AND
for Vivian Austin (above) of ers signed up to grow 460 acres
Hollywood. A movie scout, in- of hemp for seed, last year, 24
trigued by the watery kiss, traced farmers planted 47 acres.
her and signed her to a featured
Where poultry feed is scarce
role in a new film. —AP Telemat

Among The
County Agents

am n Feed Short

cause llt the probability of
shortage of grain feed, the
lucky College of agriculture
home economics suggests
t as much hay as possible
saved this year. Indications
that hay will bring a good
e, and farmers who have
will find
re than they can use
ready market for it.
bile all kinds of hay should
saved. it is disirable that hay
cut when it contains the most
rients, particuarly digestible
it be cured
win, and that
hout injury. The best quality
is made when the legume
grass is cut at a rather imare stage. Timothy, for incc. makes good hay when cut
full bloom or slightly before,
t if left until seed is formed
becomes woody and unsatisory for sheep and dairy cows.
• lfalfa makes the best hay
'n cut in about one-third
or
curing alfalfa
n. In
r it is important that as
be
as possible
leaves
: and that it retain the
color as much as possible.
best hay is made by rak• Hto windrows with a side
%cry rake just as soon as
is wilted. If a sulky rake is
the windrows should be
all.
If allowed to remain long in
e swath the leaves dry so
pidly that most of them will

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics

Late Potatoes

THEY'LL HAVE NEW FOSTER HOME—Four brothers, left to
right. Arthur, 8, George, 7, Billy, 6, and Francis, 5, carry suitcases
as they depart from the Children's Aid Society Foster home in
New York City, bound for a new foster home in the suburbs.
Their father is in the army and their mother is ill in Florida.
Their new foster parents, who have five children of their own,
will care for the boys until their real parents can re-establish a
home.
—AP Telemat

podeza has become one of
•:loortant hay crops in KenWhile not as good as alor red clover, it makes
nay when cut at the proper
e and is well cured. It should
cut when the first bloss appear and before the
ves at the bottom of the stems
gin to drop off. If allowed to
ature. lespedeza hay is unatable and of little feeding
ue.
There are three million miles
roads in the United States,
one mile of road for each
uare mile of area.
The carp fish originally came
m China and India and was
ported by man into Europe
d this country.
Flax can grow at altitudes
ging from 50 feet below sea
tel to 8,000 feet above.

Administratrix Notice
All persons indebted to the
tate of the late Marcella W.
ster pleaSe settle same on or
'fore August L. 1943.
All persons knowing themindebted to said estate
come forward and settle
Miirv W. Stone,
Administratrix.

Executrix Notice
All prisons knowing themIves to be indebted to the ese of Shell R. Smith. deceased.
ill come forward and settle at
ce. All persons having claims
gainst the estate, present them
me properly proven for Paynt. on or before August 1,

943.

Lillian H. Smith.
Executrix

Between now and July 15 is
planting time for Green Mountain potatoes and of the variety
called "country potatoes" and a
host of other names. Indeed,
those farmers who have their
own stocks of the latter should
consider themselves extremely
fortunate and should give it the
best of care, as seed potatoes are
at a premium now, and tablestock may be, next winter. A
limited amount of Green Mountain may still be procured from
seedsmen in the larger cities
where cold storage can be had.
From July 15 to August 1 (or
even August 10) is planting time
for Irish Cobbler, also coldstorage kept. Supplies are limited, and forehanded gardeners
will make their seed reservations
early.
The land into which late potatoes are to go should have been
prepared in a special way. A sod
or a cover crop should have been
plowed under in late April, and
whenever 0 crop of weeds started, they should have been cut
in with a disk; then, dragging
should have been done. Thus,
the original soil moisture would
have been held, which in the
event of a dry summer, would
have made quite a fair crop. If
plentiful, the
rain continued
crop would have been just that
much better.
Potatoes should be fertilized
'under the row," as their roots
do not wander far. In the furrow, laid off 5 inches deep, the
fertilizer ("Victory Garden," 38-7) should be sown at the rate
of 1 pound to 25 feet, then mixed with the soil, but in such
a manner that most of it stays
in the furrow's bottom, then,
the seed pieces dropped, 15 to
18 inches apart. The row width
should be 36 inches or thereabouts.
Potatoes should not be worked
deeply, but just enough to discourage what weeds may come.
In fact, in correctly prepared
land, the weeds will be few. At
most the cultivation should be
of the "scratch" sort, and the
soil surface should be kept level,
no ridges.

Dr. Hallie C. Watt

TOP PRICES
TOP SERVICES

BURFORD BROTHERS

Indians Get Sulfa,
Give Up Medicine Man

(WHY GIRLS BY THOUSANDS

Fort Hall, Idaho 0'1—Progress
made by the federal government
in furnishing medical care for its
Indian wards in the last 15 years
"has been amazing," says Supt.
C. L. Graves of the Fort Hall
reservation.
He said that sulfa drugs have
been "a godsend for our Indians."
'Sulfa has been the means of
practically eliminating scourge of
trachima," Graves said. "It is
marked how the Indians have
drifted away from their ancient
rituals for healing the sick."

"ROLLS" THE HAY—A new farm machine in the form of a hay
One U. S. armored division
baler that rolls instead of pressing the hay has been announced
uses more than 600 tons of amby the Allis Chalmers company from their Chicago offices. The
A mechanized division of the munition every day in action.
company says the cylindrical bales shed water easier than do the
galold type, but adds' that development awaits availability of tools U. S. Army requires 18,000
—AP Telemat lons of gasoline every hour it is
and materials.
on the move.
remedy, the feeding of milk,
revived weak, sick chickens withSoldiers make an average of
in two or three days days.
eight moves by railroad between
Many farmers in Carroll counMrs. Marvin Black of Shelby induction and embarkation for
ty, where there is a labor shorttheir
in
put
has made good use of service overseas.
county
to
able
age, were
full war-crop quota because of the pointers learned through her
American railroads now have
custom tractor work done by homemakers' club. She has refewer cars and 20,000
four tractor owners. School boys finished and painted furniture, 500,000
than they had
and girls have signed up to as- stippled linoleum, padded and fewer locomotives
1917.
in
wicker
a
three-piece
slip-covered
seasons.
rush
in
sist
The homemakers' market in set of furniture, and now is slipAbout 500 cargo vessels were
Henderson county adds to the covering an automobile seat for
to carry American Exsupply of food available by its use as a divan in her living required
peditionary Forces to North
weekly sale of home-produced MOM.
Africa.
foods. In May, 31 women sold
Each Homemakers' club mem$562 worth of food to 480 patThe U. S. Army Service Forces
has
rons. The market was open five ber in Anderson county
more merchandise than
handles
homeanother
bring
to
promised
days.
organization in world
other
any
Grayson
demonstrathe
canning
to
maker
of
Layman
Herman
history.
county made a gross income of tions to be held in each club.
$200 per month during the winter
from his flock of 400 Barred
Plymouth Rock hens. He says the
income from his poultry flock
was greater than the combined
income from swine, sheep, corn,
oats and wheat.
Dr. H. K. Buttermore of Stanhas
fill Camp in Harlan county
recommended that people needof
ing help on the best use
ration points confer with memhomemakers' clubs.
bers of
Church groups serving communitheir
ty dinners have also found
And, of course, a cordial reception and
suggestions of value in planning
nourishing and attractive meals
careful attention to your entertainment
with a minimum of points.
Poultrymen in Jackson county
experienced some trouble with
during your stay are yours, always, at
chickens during the past month
with
after feeding them mash
insufficient animal proteins The

prefer this way to relieve distress of

PERIM

FEMALE WEAKNESS

With Its Cranky,
Nervous Feelings—

Take heed if you, like so many
women and girls on such days suffer
cramps, headaches, backache,
weak, nervous feelings, distress of
"irregularities", periods of the blues
—due to functional monthly disturbances.
Start at once — try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to
relieve such symptoms. It's famous
not only to help relieve monthly
pain but also accompanying weak,
nervous feelings of this nature. This
is because of its soothing effect on

from

0141

OP

WOMAN'S

MOST

IMPORTANT

oacaws. Taken regularly—Pinkham's

Compound helps build up resistance
against such symptoms rr HELPS
Warcraz. Thousands of women report
benefits.
Also a fine stomachic tonic! Follow label directions.

Enjoy a Fountain Pepsi-Cola Today!

Ky. Farm News

1.1.011.111.11111010111H1111111.011141111111111 lllll

Women!
Here is a name
to remember

CARDU I

Comfort

Convenience

Made the modern way—PepsiCola syrup is poured from a
measurod
safety-seal bottle
to the syrup line on the glass.
"Fresh-mixed" before your
eyes—so it tastes swell!

Complete Service

Carrie! usualElea as a tonic,
el,P•tite, aide di-

.7"PS up

ll/41m and thus helps build
.for the'Urn." to come.
rmoil 3 days before your
one end taken •• directed it
ahould kelp Tellies pa n
*Mel)functional :ass::

THE

Wanted
DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS AND SHEEP
Removed Free of Charge . . . Sanitary Trucks.
Our driver is courteous, answering calls prompt1Y We pay all phone calls.
—GREASE MAKES BONDS—
Turn Your Dead Stock Into War Materials!

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's
metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your
idea of moderate charges for service
rendered.
For Reservation
Write'—
Wm. E. GRIFFITH,
Assistant Manager.

Bigger and Better at Fountains too!
PEPSI-COLA COMPANY, LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
FRANCHISED BOTTLER: PEPSI-COLA HOPKINSVILLE BOWLING CO., HOPRINSVILLE, KY.
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Owen Hutchinson In
Air. Training School
4
1

Thursday, July 8,1
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Interest Is High
In Bible School
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Briton's

144 Overseas Kits June Busy Month
To Be Made Here In Police Court

Bride

Red Cross Chapter To
Fill Bags For Eisenhower's Men

150 Pupils Enrolled
First Two Days;
Course Ends July 16

N

Police Court collections for
the first half of 1948 totaled $1,855.10, according to report read
at Monday night's session of
City Council. Fines and costs assessed during June totaled $307,
with collections of $187.50, giving
the Coon Library $93.7'.
There were 25 arrests and 27
cases docketed in police court.
Violation of liquor laws, including 11 for drunkenness, account-
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Attention

Sunshine Evaporated Milk
Evaporated to double richness and twice a.s rich in fats and solids 88 fresh
milk. Highly nutritious, wholesome, eco nomical and
convenient to use.
talll4½oz.cait9(

Cakes
Cookies
Spaghetti
S
Jah Vah

23( Bran Flakes
pg. 15(
ik Grape Nut Flakes 2.20(
Flour
10( Dill Pickles i.i:gy.
pkg.
15( Table Salt '2.7. 3pkg.10(
Matches Am":::::`6b0..23‘ Pig Feet's'
35f
Waffle Mix
Toilet Tissue
9(
23( Cleanser
10(
Milk Puffed

lb.

Kanno Sandwich

lb.

or Macaroni

pkg.
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Lite Flake, a splendid all-purpose
flour
25 lb. bag. $1.08

bottle
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Beverage Cereal, makes a
delicious drink at ex-

tra low cost
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cently heard from her son, ElThere
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Chapte
1,283 meters is
Interest in the Community
ert Sharber, U.S.N., who is
Caldwell County
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Vacation Bible School is high,
American Red Cross will make
June, I
"all right," wishing he was back
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Tuesday and more are expected
be borne by the local unit and
Sf-c James Smith of U.S.N.,
this week, another teacher said.
the work to be dune by volunNew York, spent a week in
Four cooperating churches are:
teers at the Sewing Room on
Princeton, visiting friends. He
Main street, under the superviFirst Christian, Ogden Memorial
11,1.•
went to Paducah Saturday, to
COIrA
sion
of Mrs. J. D. Alexander,
fir
Methodist, Central and Cumbervisit his mother, Mrs. Syd Smith,
chairman of this project.
land Presbyterian. Ministers and
a former Princeton resident.
Chairman John Ed Young ana large corps of workers from
* *
nounced appointment of the
the four congregations are givCadet Ralph Randolph who is
chapter's executive committee as
The above is a likeness of ing full time each morning to
Aviation Instructor at a flying
follows: Mrs. Allan Hubbard,
the
school.
Owen
Hutchinson, son of Mrs.
Josephine McLane (above),
field, Albuquerque, N. M., is
Rosenthal, Mrs. J. D.
Classes
will
meet
daily member of the WAC, was mar- Mrs. J. J.
home on leave, the guest of his E. B. Hutchinson, Madisonville
Alexander,
Mrs. W. C. Sparks,
His
Then He called
through
July
16, when
the ried to British Lance Corporal
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bradley street, a cadet in aviation school, course
twelve disciple toMrs. James Walker, Mrs. Frank
will close with a picnic Hubert Heckman
in
Hondo,
Texas,
where
he
is
in the first Craig, Miss Virginia McCaslin,
Randolph, east of town, and
gether and gave them
receiving training in aerial for all pupils and workers, Mr. WAC marriage in North Africa. secretary;
other relatives in city.
Saul Pogrotsky, treaspower and authority ovDenton
said.
navigation.
Young
Hutchinson
She is from McKeesport, Pa.
* * *
er all devils, and to
urer; Mrs. Frank Wood, publiciis an honor graduate of Butler
He
cure diseases, and
Pfc. James Keeney left Monty, and Mrs. Juanita Wilson,
High
school and was a member
Commissions In Navy
sent them to preach the
day, July 5, for New River,
Campbell recreation room
Camp
of the football team.
Iiingdom of God; and to
Florida, where he is in the radio
equipment.
Are Still Available
fieal the sick.—Luke 9:
department at Camp LeJeune, taking a 12-weeks course in FOR RENT: 3 room apartment,
inditreasurer's
report
The
Men in this area who have a
hall and private bath. W. B.
1. 2.
after an 8-day visit to his par- radio. He is in
sound
chapter
in
is
cated
the
Davis. Phone 737.
a class of 200 and
3tf background fitting them to beents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keencondition,
Young
financial
Mr.
come naval officers will have
received highest grade, his letter FOR SALE: Sow and
ey, Market Street.
pigs. See another
opportunity to be inter- said.
stated.
John Fox or call 187.
* * *
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viewed•in
Bowling Green, Tues*
*
•
Pvt. Frank Pasteur, only son
Eugene Parker Injuries
LOST: Between Russell's store day, July 13.
Cpl.
Seldon McElroy,
Fort
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pasteur,
and Granstaff's restaurant, $11
Max Nahm, vice president, Hand At R. R. Yards
in bills. Finder, please return Citizen National
Hopkinsville street, is at home Knox, spent a few days last
Bank is makAt work on a car in freight
to owner
and receive
on furlough from his base at week with his parents, Mr. and
re- ing arrangements for
the temp- yards of I. C. round house, Euward. Leslie Scarberry.
Atlantic Beach, Florida. He is Mrs. C. S. McElroy, in Fredonia.
ltp orary office winch
will be lo- gene Parker suffered a severe
* * *
in the coast artillery.
FOR SALE: Will accept sealed cated at Council Chamber 2nd injury to a finger on his right
w
*
*
Pvt. Martin P. Turley, Fort
bids on the homestead of Mrs. floor City Hall, 10th & Col- hand while using a sledgeham1)1121( I(iPS
R
)I R NIT(IRE DEARRs
Miss Dorothy Swiggart,
a Leonard Wood. Mo., visited his
Sallie C. Jackson. deceased, lege Sts. Lieutenant Lytle C. mer, infection followirtg. Blood
,f14,Nis
Isformer resident here and an parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
located at 301 N. Seminary, Fowler from Naval Officer Pro- poisoning threatened
\110 I •Cs( I s! \
prompt
but
PIM(I I
employe of KOW, Paducah, has Turley, in Fredonia alst weekPrinceton, Ky. Right is re- curement headquarters in
Cin- medical attention was provided
served to refuse any or all cinnati, will
joined the WACs. She is a end.
interview
men
who
and
the
hand
now
is
improved,
bids. S. W. Adams, Executor,
*
*
*
sister of Mrs. Carlton Linton,
are interested in applying for but not sufficiently to permit Beautiful Volume of these famous Scenes, mailed free oa rust
% Princeton Leader.
2tc
formerly of -Princeton.
Pfc. George Bryant is on furcommissions.
his return to work.
* *
sr.*'
,lumina
lough, visiting relatives. He is FREE! If Excess acid causes you
Miss Louise Quisenberry, of stationed at Camp Livingston,
4NOSIISSe'
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion. Heartburn, Belching,
Memphis, has recently joined La.
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
* * *
the Army Nurses' Corps. She
get free sample, Udga. at Dawvisited her parents, Mr. and
Lieutenant C. M. (Billy) Mcson Drug Store.
10t-52
Mrs. Major Quisenberry here Chesney, Camp San Luis Obispo,
last week.
Calif., is spending several days FOR SALE: House and lot on
* *
North Jefferson Street. Six
leave here, the guest of his
rooms and bath. Close in
Corporal Johnny Akin has brother, Bedford
McChesney,
$3,750. Terms. C. A. Woodbeen transferred from Gulfport, and family, and his aunt, Miss
all Real Estate and Insurance
Miss. to Buffalo, N. Y. He is the Emma Morse, Shepherdson st.
Agency.
lte
husband of the former Miss
Sarah Overby.
More than 100,000 people a BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, blood* * *
tested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
year are victims of fatal accishipments Mondays or ThursPfc. Robert Earl Martin, who dents in the United States.
days. White for prices. Hoosier,
is in Technical School, Sioux
716 West Jefferson, Louisville,
Falls, South Dakota, writes to
Netherlands stemmed from the
his mother, Mrs. Susie Martin, gradual merging of the Frisians, FOR SALE: Old newspapers.
E. Market street, that he is Saxons and Franks. :
Leader Office.
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We would like to handle your Wheat this year and have a supply of Goc
Weight Bags to lend you.

Heavy

1 lb. pkg.
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Red Bird

Duff's

2 rolls

23(

Victory Garden
10 pound bag

Loving Cup

Large size California
ORANGES

lb

Large fancy
BELL PEPPERS

Fancy red ripe
FRESH TOMATOES

YELLOW ONIONS
NEW POTATOES
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3 cans

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Red ripe
WATERMELONS

We are Prepared to STORE GOVERNMENT LOAN Wheat for Farmers who hdve met
the necessary requirements and Desire Loans.

lbs.

81(
43(

6 for 24
..171(

Tender and Sweet
CALIFORNIA CARROTS
California black
CHERRIES

Mrs.

BE SURE TO THRESH YOUR WHEAT DRY

29(

Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables, fresh meat. More for your Money all the
time.
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